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Tl tIe:

The 'Sffectiveness of Environmental Control in ft!odi
fying Problem Behaviors in Mother-Child Interaction.
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THESIS
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Constance Ranf

;

An experiment was designed to test the effectiveness of
using standard laboratory environments in producing a broad
class of problem behaviors which defined Mother-Child (M-C)
interaction difficulties.

The effects of four environments,

free-time (X), child's game and rules (B), mother's game and
rules (C), and clean-up (Z), on the frequency of eight cri
teria behaviors were tested on 12
of baseline

d~ta

collection.

M~£

pairs over three days

It was predicted that the fre

quency of problem behaviors would decrease as a function of
environment (X) and increase as a function of environments
(B), (C), and (Z).

A two factor repeated measures design

was used for the baseline data analyses.

Analysis of the

data confirmed the experimental predictions.

It was con

eluded that the use of standard laboratory environments

~JJ8.S

effective in increasing the frequency of problem behaViors
which define

1:1-Q. 1nteractioi:1 diffic1l1 ties.

These coneluslona

were discussed in vie'VI of the contri butioo made by the use of'
enVirOl1IDental control in the application of behavior modifi
cation techniques to

M~C

interaction difficulties •

.".
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INTRODucrrION

In recent years the development of a

bo~y

of literature

that concentrates on the modification of human social behaviol'S supports the contention that the employment of operant

techniques in Behavior Therapy has a wide range of effective
applications.

The history of the operational analysis of

hurnan behavior, the operant paradigm, and the extension of

this paradigm

to

the modification of human behaviors evolved
~

from the development of "logical positivism" in philosophy
dating back to Immanual Kant (1781) nnd
~sychology.

Behavior:ts~ics

in

A detailed review of this historical develop-

ment is contained in Appendix A.

In psychology, behavior principles find theil' origin in
the

~School

of Behaviorism" founded by John B. Watson in 1913

wi th a paper enti tIed

Psycho~9gy

as a

Beha".Y1gri~t "'yie~'Ts

It"

Watson could not tolerate the requirement of the Chicago
School to translate positively observed behavior into the
vague tenus of consciousness.

He founc it more direct,

i~-

teresting, and positive to study"behavior for its own sake.
Watson was the agent of a reaotion between consciousness
through. introspection and objectivity in psycholoey, theresuIt of which was observation of operations in

rhroush him, Behaviorism
Tespo~se

as

h~

beca~e

a psychology of

proceeded to translate

b~ha~10r.

sti~ulus

~e~talistlc

and

concepts

2

like imagery, feeling and association into such behavioral
terms as vocimotor behavior, glandular activity, and Pavlo
vian conditioned reflexes respectively.

Those who followed

Watson in the development of behavior principles were Holt,
Tolman, Lashley, Weiss, Skinner, and Hull.
Burl'hus Frederic Skinner made contact 'With "logical
positivism" and Behaviorism while pursuing a literary career
at Green-Nich Village in 1927_

He became a.cquainted with

Bertrand Hussell's articles in the

~

magazine on the epis

temology of John B. Watson's Behaviorism.

Russell was extra

polating the principles of an objective Pt'frmulation of beha
vior to the probleo of knol'rledge.

Skinner was interested 1n

hl..1.!il.an behavior bU.t the literary !nethod had failed him so he
turned to science and entered graduate stUdies in psychology
at Harvard.

In his search for order in behavior, Russell and

Watson had provided him no glimpse of experimental method but
Pavlov had:

"control the environment and you \,1111 see order

in behavior." (Skinner 1952)

Thus began

Ski~~er's

work on

tloperant behavior" a term he first used in the Behe.vi.o!:....Qf
g.I.:&~r:liS'J.IS

(1938).

He \':ent directly to the ObSeI'!latlon of

operations in behavior for his de.ta in for:nulatin$ a system
of behavior.

In studyins ber.avior, he made a strong point of

observing only the

cor:'t~lation

The advantage of this approach
of behavior

~l[hic'!1

matter itself.

between stimulus and response.
1':"1.S

seen as obtaining a.

has a. structure c.etemin

Skinner deseri

b~l

318

tem

the subjE'ot

two types of behavior,

:3
"respondent" and "operant".

Nuch work had been done on res

pondent behav10r s1nce Pavlov's t1me and 1t came to be assum
ed by many l'lri ters that all behav10r would be accounted for
by properly identifying the appropr1ate antecedent elic1t1ng
stimu11.

But Skinner objected to th1s

asslli~pt1on

say1ng that

there 1s a large amount of behav10r that does not seem to be
'e11cited', s1nce one can observe no correlat10n between an

To force all be

tecedent events and corresponding responses.

hav10r 1nto the st1mulus-response formula has delayed the
treatment of this 'other' behav1or.

Addressing h1mself to

the problem of this other (operant) behaV:ror, Sk1nner said
that events 1n behav10r can occur "/1 thn'J.t any observable an
tecedent. events (unconcl!. t10ned stim.uli) and thus the behavior
1s em1tted spontaneously rather than e11c1ted.

Th1s type of

spontaneous behav10r he called operant, wh1ch refers to a
subsequent event, a

consequ~nce.

In describing what he meant by operant behavior, Skin
ner estab11shed two la\vs,

1) The Law of Cond1 tion1ng of type

HI If the occurrence of an operant 1s followed by the presen

tation of a reinforcing stimulus, the strength (frequency) of
the operant is 1ncreasect;

2)

The La'Vl of Ext1nction of type

R: If the occuirence of an operant already strengthened

through cond1 tion1ng is not fcllo1tled by the reinforcir.g st1
mul'Us, the strength (f.cequ:3ncy) 1s decreas e6.. (Skinner 1938)
l'he interaction. be

enS.!1

or52.nis:"I. anc. the

e~"'.':iro~:::\Emt

cri bes operant behe,vior, behD.v10r that is affect

des···

by 1 ts

4
environmental consequences.
In general, the technique of operant conditioning con
sists of three stages: 1) measuring the operant level or
baseline of the response(s) to be observed; 2) presenting a
potential reinforcer follol'Ting the occurrence of the response
until an increase in strength (frequency) is demonstrated;

J) withholding the reinforcer and allowing the response to ex
tinguish.

The response is then reconditioned to increase the

experi~enterts

variables.

confidence that he has isolated the relevant

Environmental control meant to Skinner the mani.p
~

ulation of response-reinforcement contingenCies, or the con
'trol of the consequential events (reinforcements) occurring
with operant behavior.

In this context, environmental con

trol is synonomous l'1i th operant techniques.

For the purpose

of clarification, environmental control in this paper will
refer to control of the setting in which operant techniques
are employed and not to the manipulation of reinforcement
contingencies.
~heqretical Copsid~rat~

There have been objections' to Behavior Therapy employ
lng Skin.Yler's operant techniques in which the symptom. l'emo
val alone is crlticlzed as being a. "band-aid" approach.

For

example, \'Ihen used in dealins ..lith neurosis, it leaves the
"basic

callS es"

fOJ:'

neurosis ur!cuJ::'t?d.

:Breger and

NcGl'.1.lJ.gh

1(1965) ste.te that t~v.; c'J.rrent artst~.;"'.1ents for a learning

5
theory approach to psychotherapy are deficient on a number of
grounds, one of which is the conceptualization of neuroses.
In its

~ssence,

the conception of neuroses put forth by beha

vior therapists, is that neuroses are conditioned responses
or habits (including conditioned anxiety) and ll()thing else.
Breger and NcGaugh state as background for their argument
that behavior therapists stress the point that inferences
about underlying factors such as unconscious conflicts, im
pulses, defenses, etc., made by psychodynamicists are unne
cessary and mislea,ding, and that equating neurosis with symp
.".

toms, and symptoms in turn with habits (conditioned respon
ses) '. they are able to bring modern learning theory, with its
"well established la'lfls", to bear on the treatment of neurosis.
The

co~authors

say that this view of neurosis has led beha

vior therapists into the precarious position where they must
posit a learning experience for each symptom.

This issue

they have conveniently avoided by focusing on those neuroses
Which can be described in terms of specific symptoms (bed
wetting, ties, phobias, etc.) and have ignored conditions
such as neurotic depressions, interpersonal entansle:lCnts,
etc.
On the other side of the controversy,

P~ndura

(1961)

says that psychotherapy rests on a vel'Y' simple but funda:nen
tal assumption
psycholo

~h&t

hU.!l1an 'behavior is changeable throui3h

cal procedure.

Further

states that in the case

of most behavior disorders, it is not the underlying

~otiva-

6
tions that need to be al tered, but rather the ways in i'lhi ch
the person has learned to gratify his needs.

For example,

for a person displaying deviant sexual behavior, the goal is
not removal of the underlying causes, i.e., sexual motivation
but the sUbstitution of more socially approved, instrumental,
and goal responses.

NO,"l:t'er (1965) states that there is no

thing diseaseQ or abnormal about the emotional reactions of
so called neurotic or psychotic individuals.

On the con

trary, in relation to the conduct and character (life style)
of such individuals, their emotional reactions are quite ap
propriate.

Thus there is a growing intetest in psychotherapy

as "behavior I:odification" in which it is held that the beha
viol' of the indiVidual causes emotional reactions, not vice
/

versa.

NO\'lrer takes issue '\'lith the Freudian assumption that

the ,"lay to change abnormal behavior is for another person
(therapist) through treatment to change the Itunderlying emo
tions".

He says that "exactly the opposite assumption now

appears to be more valid; namely, the way to change distur
bed (and disturbing) emotions is for the person himself to
change his behavior."
Despite this controversy of theoretical pOSitions, the
plethora of reports on the successful modification of human
behavior involving a variety of contexts indicates that be
havior Qodification techniques are presently enjoying an era
of popularity and

pro~1,se.

One can observe the beginnings

,of a science, the main concern of which focuses upon social

7
and complex behav1ors; and it is beginning to establish

IB,\'?

ful relations bet11een behavior and the variables that control
it.

The evolution of this science has forced it to move into

such diverse areas as education, counseling, rehabilitation,
and psychotherapy.
peneral Ap,p;tications
In education, prograarned instruction plays 8.n integral
role in the modifieation of academic and social behaviors.
Holland and Skinner (1961) and Geiss and Stebbins (1965) have
published programs for learning introductory psychology.

Re

",..

tarded children at the Ranier School in \'lashington learn such
skills

8.S

~ea:t;pJ,ng

reading, vlri t1ng, and ari tru::letic in a Programmed
Classroom (B1rnbrauer et,.al., 1965).

(1966) combined

progra~ned

Cohen et.al.,

instruction with a point system in

a group situation designed to develop and maintain education

al behavior in juvenile'delinquents.

Upon completing a unit

of a program 'N1th a score of at least 90 per cent, the stu
dent was eligible for taIting an examination l'lhich earned him
a generalized reinforcer in the form of points.

The points

were worth one cent each and could be used to buy snacks,
materials from a Sears a!ld Roebuck catalogue, or access to a
lounge 'l.'ihere his friends \'lere.

The points could also

be

us<";d

to resister for another pro;ram, or to rent books, library
time, or an office l'ri th a telephone.

The

results sh01'T a

marked incree.se in eduo8. t1of.8.1 behavior:;; over ralaxa tion be

n
c)

havlors.

11.1 thou:;l1 the program lias desi;;ned to focus on

E.c1lJ.

c6;tional beht:;",.vior, the authors report that in four and one
half months the s("l(}iftl behaviors of these delinQ.uents seemed
to match the str:J.ndards set up by SOCiety.
Krasn('Jr (1964) co:rrm.ents that he 1s struck by the beha
viorist's willingness to tackle the "way out" groups, such as
psychutlcs, retards,tes, and nelinquents whose behavior 1s
often considered u...'1lr,odifiable.

Probabl~t

the first report on

the delibel'ate use of opel'ant candi tionin6 procedures ill e.
(19J~'9).

clinical 8i tuation was that of FulleJ:'

His subject

was a "vegetatl ve idiot't, an inmate of a,..oo"'l'eeblemindeo. insti

tution, whose behavior repertoire consisted of opening his
mouth, blin':..;.ing his tqes, and s1 ight
head f and snoulde::.."s.

Pu.ller

~Jhaped

~ovem.ents

ra~sing

of his arr.c.s,

of the right arm

to a vertical position by using a sugar mj.lk solution rein..
forcer lnjeotcd. into the subject's mouth.
a.~

raising inoreasec.

t~t)

The rate of the

three times a minute \':hioh allovled

just enough time fer tho injection and swallowing to occur.
Recently, Fairwef":l.ther, SandE:!'s, !::aynard, B.nd Cressler (1969)
have shQ1,'ln that chronic schizophrenics

08.::1

successfully par

ticipate in the selection of personal goals provided that al
teI'na ti ves are defined in coinprehensl ble terms of pBrfol'T:lanCe

and tbe clients are given responsibility for decision-making
ths,t affects t:leir clc.ily 11 vas.
Co'...t.."1sel1nf;

or intervieN apprc,aches generally consider

the structuring of a non-threatening or pel1nissive situation

9
to be an important condition for behavioral change.

It 1s ex

pected that when a client repeatedly relates thoughts

~nQ

feelings about events which, as a result of a previous history
of associated aversive stimulation, elicit anxiety and guilt,
but which the counselor does not disapprove or criticize, the
client' s maladaptive emotional responses \,Iill be extinguished
through non-reinforcement.

It is also assumed that extin

guished emotional responses will generalize to thoughts and
feelings concerning related topics •. In one investigation in
volving analyses of specific client-therapist interaction,
Di ttes (1957) found th8.t permissive responses on the part of
the therapist toward sexual stfttements, which llere 1nitially
accompanied by strong er:lOtionat arousal, were follol'ted by de
creases in the client's autonomic (GSa) responses, resistive
or avoidant remarks, and interruptions in speech.

Abreactive

procedures in which the clients are induced by hypnosis,
drugs, and various other forms of anesthetics to relieve trau
matic experiences, may also be explained in terms of social
learning and the extinction process.

Success with this pro

gram is reported by Ltttle and James (1964) in reducing
chronic anxiet;l , guilt, and avoidance responses j.n a client
suffering trattnatic war experiences..

From a learning point of

vi el'i , the critical fae tor in interviel'l approaches is the re
peated eliciting of emotional responses which do not obtain
reinforce:lent.
In rehabilitatiDn "9rosrams,

th~

procedure of systematic

10

desensitizat.ion or counterconditioning has been applied to a
wide range of maladaptive behaviors.

In this method, the

therapis,t e.nalyzes the stimulus determina.nts of emotional re
sponsiveness and rank orders a list of situations to which
the client reacts "lith increasing degrees of anxiety or avoi
dance.

Then the therapist selects an anxiety neutralizing

stimulus capable of inducing a competing condition of suffl
cient strength to overcome the emotional reactions condition
edby the stimulus determinants.

The arousal stimuli are

presented in increasing order so that emotional responses are
relatively lleak and can be readily exting1."iished.

The arousal

potential of stronger stimulation is supposedly reduced by
genex'alization of anxiety extinction from previous TlJ'eaker
stimulation. (Wolpe 1958)

Recently, success with this metho

dology in combination \'ri th vicariou8 reinforcement, symboltc
transfer, self direction, and group programs is reported in
such diverse disorders as:

academic anxieties, alcoholism,

chronic frigidity, exhibitionism, hyperesthesia, impotence,
phobic disorders, psychosomatic disorders, and psychoses.
(3andura 1969)
vlha t the future demands of Behavior 11odiflca. tio:::1 tech
niques in clinical settings is the provision of unconfour:.c.
and reprocluci ble data :cegarding criteria. ceasures of success,
5ene!'8.li t~r, and. duruo11i ty of behavior
various treatment procedures.

cha~1ges

Since 1938

effected by

o~erant

techniques

,have moved fro.:n the .j,nimal labc)ratory (:s. F. S:·dnner 1938)

11
into the

schools~

psychotherapeutic settings with individuals

and hospi.tal 'wards wi th groups.

The methodology has been

flexible enough to move from stimulus-response to cognitive
psychology. (Bandura 1969)
social psychology.
frontier~

The next frontier appee.rs to be

The following research is aimed at that

beginning with the deceptively simplest social

struoture, the mother-child dyad.
f&.p;JAca tien§> te

Child_Beh~

In a. cogently wrl tten reViel'l, Brown (1969) relates that
of the approximately 70 million children and youth under 18
years of ase In thi s country, some 7 to 1'f mlllion, depend ing
on the criteria of psychological-psychiatric classifications,
he,vB e:notional or behavioral problems that require assistance.
Amone children and adolescents, application of behavior moc1.1
flcatior.. techniques h9ve been made in the following problem
areas & 1) autistiC,

psychotic~

schizophrenic behavior; 2) tan

tru:m.s, destructive, anti-social, predelinquent behaviors; 3)
school problems, learning deficits, failures, disl'uptive and
maladjustive behaviors in the classroom setting; 4) phobias,
anxif:t5.es, B.nd fears; 5) pSjchosooatic disturb?nces;6)
speech de;velopilent and disturbanc.es; 7) hyperactivity, and

8) development of soclal skills, cooperative play, and other
socie-lly adaptiVe behaviors.

Gelfand and Hartmann (1968)

state that behB.vior modification studies vIith children
conveniently 1:;e

cle.ssifi~d

c~.n

in ter::Js of: 1) decelera.tion of

12

ma.ladaptive behaviors, 2) the acceleration of prosocial beha
viors, and 3) multiple treatment techniques.
s~rves

This system

the purpose of establishing 8.n outline with <\'1hich one

can review the literature.

The focus of the following 1'e

search will be to cover the range of techniques prese:ntly re
-ported as opposed to the range of problem behaviors treated.
From the Central l>l1d'fllestern Regional Educational Laborstories there is a report of striking results in the behavior
and learning progress of hyperaggressive pre-school children.
CHamblin st.al., 1969)

Employing a token exchange system. in

11hich des:1.rable behavior of the subject

~rns

a token "pay

-off" with which "good" things can be bought, and undesir
able behavior earns lnattentlon, isolation or the removal of
tokens already earned.

The authors report: 1) Extraordinar

-ily aggressive boys l'rho had not previously responded to ther
apy have been tamed; 2) Two year olds have learned to read
about as fast and as well as their five year old classmates;
3) Children, t.oo wi thdra'fl-rn to talk, have become better than

average talkers; 4) Autistic children have developed func··
tional speech, lost their bizarre and disruptive behavior
patterns, and improved their relationships with parents and
other children.

Hore specifically, the token exchange system

with hype:::'ags:ressive four year old boys increased attention
during lesson time in a classroom to
baselin~

95 per cent from the

rate of 8 per cent without the token exchanse

,over a 48 dey period.

syste~

Aggression sequences decreased from a
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baseline &verage of 150 to an average 7 sequences on the last
d8.y.

Cooperative sequences increased from a baseline average

of 56 to, an average of about 181 sequences.

The authors ex

plain that to make tokens meaningful, they were paired with
a verbal IIthank you", and an N & M candy.
~

Increasingly, the

"forgets" the H & H's and after a few days, the children

get no M & M's, just the approval.

The authors explain the

logistics in maintaining an effective token exchange system
by varying the "goods" that can be purchased and maintaining
the reinforcing potentials of these goods.
~

A number of studies have reported the use of extinction
princlples aimed at maladaptive behaviors in children.

In

general, the principle of extinction states that removal of
posi tive reinforcement, previously made contingenJ.:; on a par
ticular behewior, "lill decrease the strength or frequency of
that behavior.

One extinctlon technique that has been effec

tively applied to a wide range of behavior problems in a num
ber of settings is the Time-Out procedure.

This procedure

refers to an arrangement in which the occurrence of a parti
cular behavior is followed by a period of time in which a
variety of potential reinforcers are no longer available.
This procedure 1s also referred to as isolation because the
subject is usua:!.ly removed frolil the environ.Glent l';hel'e the
particular behavior occurred and
stinu'ati~~
.....
A_::::}

\tn~~--e1nfc~~i~:)
U _.L
J.
_
~... ....,
J..,".:..:>

pne of the first

syste~atic

plaee(~.

in a bas ie-ally non

~l.·tuc~i'·n
fOOT
CA. v
v...

L.:l
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D~~irJ~
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'C._
- . . ,...

()f

ti~p
..~ _".

&9plj.cations of this technique
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to the control of maladaptive behaviors in children w"as made
by Wolf, Risley, and Nees (1961.1-).

The authors extinguished

temper tantrums in a pre-school child who had serious beha
vioral and physical handicaps by placing him in his room con
tingent upon each tantrum.
the tantrum ceased.

The door remained closed until

This procedure eliminated the possibility

of continuous social reinforcement during tantrum episodes,
and also provided for the reinforcement of non-tantrum beha
viars by the door being opened to social contacts and play,
contingent upon,such behavior.

Byrd (1969) points out the

importance of clea.r communication by pare'i1ts to children ex
hibiting undesirable behavior regarding the reasoning for
using time-outs; namely, that the child knows his bad beha
vior causes,tlme-out.

~lhe

author also emphasizes that par

epts should astutely observe, comment on, and reinforce g00d
behavior that is incompatible \'11th the undesired behavior.
Patterson and White (1969) have reVieltled the Ii terature con
cerned wi th time-<.:mt techniques and concluded that:
1) In a variety of situations, espeCially the
classroom, TO has been more efficient and effective
than what night be termed "passive ignoring." 2)
Although TO of long duration has been used, short
periods have the added advantage of allowing for an
increase in the time available for positive reinfor- _
cement of acts representative of social skills. 3)
Size of TO rooms needn't be restricted to cramped
quarters. studies reporting effective use of TO
have used rooms about the size of a small bedroom.
h")
of rna hlhile in "se is
. .7,~,,'1
. <..... nt'-'l·,.,i
. ,: ........__ .Y10"
. su'"'e-"~~'
,;..1
_ v J. ""i""/\
...
desir'able. It is necessary in stUdies where the
child is
be returned to class i~cediately follow
ing cessati0n 0f tan
behavior.
.1<;.)

'l'here
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~

v44

.......

\.4'

cons1.ders.ble evidence th2.t the onset of e:{
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tinction procedures coincides with a temporary increase in
frequency of the target behavior. (Bandura 1969)

In some be

havior disorders (self-destructiveness) even a slight increase
becomes potentially dangerous.

In these cases, certain pun

ishment or aversive techniques have been effectively applied.
Bucher and Lovaas (1968) treated a seven year old schizophre
nic boy ,\,lho delivered approxim.a tely :3,000 self-destruc ti ve
blows during a 90 ruinute period when his restraints were re
moved.

This behavior was almost totally eliminated in four

sessions employing a total of twelve shocks made contingent
on self injurious behavior.

Tate and Bal"'Off (1966), using a

similar electric shock contingency in combination with a time
'out procedure, effectively controlled a variety of selfdestructive responses in a nine year old psychotic boy who had
exhib:!.ted the behaviors for five years.

The major criticisms

directed at punishment techniques. consider the duration of ef
fects, possible production of less desirable side effects,
and actually increaSing the target behavior.

These criticisms

generally view punishment in isolation from other variables,
and in as much as they do so, they are correct.

HOl-lever, the

reports cited above make special emphasis on providing consis
tent administration of punishment and powerful rewards for in
compatible alternative responses.

Risley (1968) reports that

brief progral1s of electric shock and reinforcement

withdraw~l

are not only effective in re;novin3 self injurious behaVior of
, long standing, but they generally improve prosocia.l behaviors
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as well.

It appears that once having focused a childes atten

tion on relevant social stimuli, then appropriate behaviors
can be

~ore

effectively positively reinforced.

Recently,

some pioneers in the behavior modification movement have de
veloped a program for the child with multiple problem beha
viors. (Patterson and Brodsky 1966)
The procedure generally applied for accelerating proso
cial behaviors is shaping closer and closer behavioral approx
imations to the desired goal.

This procedure involves: 1) se

lecting reinforcers that are sufficiently powerful and durable

,.

to increase and maintain the desired behavior; 2) making
these reinforcements consistently contingent on the desired
behavior, alld J) providing
sired behavior.

£'I.

situation for inducing the de

This procedure bas been employed by Staats

and his colleagues (Staats, Staats, Schutz, and Wolf 1962)
using candy treats, trinkets, and tokens for buying toys as
reinforcers to increase attention span on reading tasks with
preschool children.

The supposedly short attention span of

bra1n-damaged and retarded children has also been markedly
increased by developing prc>per contingencies of posi ti ve re
inforcement. (Martin and Powers 1967)

The use of positive

techniques often eliminates undesl.rable behavior by focusing
posltiyc reinforcement on competing desirable behaVior.

For

example, Sarris Johnston, KelleYt and Wolf (1964) eliminated
regressed crawling in a three year old girl through differen
tiel reinforcement of her

:

wal~lng

instead of crawling.

Allen,
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Hart, BU.ell, Har:rtis, and Wolf (1964-) increased the frequency
of peer as opposed to teacher interaction in a socially 1solated nursery school girl by making the teacher's interests
and attentl.on contingent upon interaction with her peers.
An important objective of behavior modification progran18

applied to children is to endow social and symbolic stimuli
with reinforcing properties.
forcers

is~crltical

The development of these reln-

to the maintainance and generalization of

behavioral changes affected in more restricted settings to
natural environments.

One methodology which shows consider"".

able promise is that of vicarious reinforcement through model1ng techniques.

Ti8.ndura (1969) states that "virtually a.ll

learning phenomena resulting from direct experiences can occur
on a vlcarious basis ,through observation of other perSl),n'S bchavior and its consequences for them."

Jones (1924) success-

fully used the "method of social 1mi tation" to

ellminf~t.e

children t s fears.

2.171'11 te Ta "b:1j. t

Children lost their fear of

while watching other ch1ldren play with it,.

Bandura (1.965)

describes a series of experiments in which children were shown
films

VIh:31'ein

adul ts,

S

erv1ng

and physical aggression.

cehavlc.)r ilas

pur~i.shed,

8.S

models, displayed verbal

In one - film, the model' s

ag!:;1"f!Ss:l.V€~

in another it v!a.s reinforced, and 1:::1 a

thi.rd, there t'l6re no particular consequences.

After thf; f 11m J

children Here tested f<Yr" 1.mits,tlt.;[. ) e1nd those 'Who obser"','ed. the
. r:ll..)del f s

pu:n3..sL':J.el"l·~

,those who

ot.::~erved

mad. e 21 ~:!'L~_ f i c.e.i1'tly fet': er i.mi ta t tons than

the r::o(lcl

~'Bual'ded

anrl those

'~:ho

obser'led
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no consequences.

When offered an incentive to imitate the

modeled aggression, hOl-leVer, all children performed the

Saft~8.

Bijou and Ba.er (1961) point out that the child is con·
tinuously reactlng to and continuously being changed by en-
I

vironmental stimuli, and furthermore, the stini;'J.J.1 are always
being changed by the reaction of the child. lOne basic assump

,.

tion that has received considerable support from the behavior
modification approach is that behavior, e.daptive or maladap
tive, is learned.

In the case of parent-child interaction,

there is strong evidence that much of the child's behavior or
~

misbehavior is maintained by the reinforcing properties of
the parent. (Bijou 1965; Patterson and Gullio~ 1968)
quently, a

n~~ber

Conse

of programs and modifiers have focused on

training mothers to deal with their children more effectively.
The following research will concentrate on the various train
ing programs for parents with child management difficulties.
Training Parents In A Therapist Role
Fortunately, in the light of the low ratio of child psy
chologists and psych1atrists to the increasing nlk1!.ber of chil
dren with 'behavioral B.nd emotional problems, parents and tea
chers 'N1 th proper training can learn and efficiently apply
behav10r modiflcat1on -c€ohnicfIlEls.

The movement of" behavior

modifiers, working !Ill th ch1.1dl'cn, ttl t:)'.'2.:in parEmts i.n a ti;ex'
apist's

e is in contr=:tst

t:-.s t

itlo!v)l vieN in psyc

. t!'ler9.py 1n \':hich :1 t '\'Tas thou;.;-;ht th8.t only

wi r;h

y~a.!"s

of education

expertence "..:e:.'c q

et.~F iO"!1al

people

tfied to
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assume the role of change agents for children with b6havioral
problems.

Recently, a nu.ruber of professiona.ls hav>;3 developed

and applied training programs for pa.rents to assume a thera
pist role in laboratories and in private homes •.
In The

HQ~.

It is assumed by those professionals

working in the home that the most effective way to reduce

~;

rate of maladaptive and/G:c deviant behavior and accele:catr:
the rate of adaptive or prosoctal behavior is to change the
reinforcing contingencies of the "socially significant" people
living with the child.

The

pres~~ptions

for focusing on the
~

home environment include: 1) accelerating the cbanges in de
viant behavior, 2) maximizing the generalization of behavio:eal
change across settings, and J) increasing the dm.'ab111ty of
the behavior changes. (Patterson, Ray, and Shaw 1969)
Patterson, Ray, and Shaw (1969) began a training pro
gram for parents who were referred on the basis of having
children '\'1i th deviant behavior patterns.

ll'ollowin3' an iui-

tial interview in the laboratory and the collect1on of ba.se
11ne data during ten sessions in the home, parents i'lere
trained to: 1) use the language and concepts of soc1a.l learn
1ng by reading a progra:m:ned textbook designed for this pur
pose (:patterson a.nd Gullion 1968), 2) observe and count: child
beho.vi':Jrs, J) imitate intervention programs with the child
modeled by the experioenter, and 4) practice these specific
proG.!'E!illS

1];1 th

the experimenter a bs en t.

Duri:1g the lnte::tven

,tion prQc;rans,the experimenters use various reinforcing
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techniques for desirable behavior and various extinguishing
techniques for undesirable behavior.

The authors report that

the results of this pilot study seem very promising.

However,

they discuss that economically it might be more beneficial to
work with groups of parents in the laboratory and intervene
in the home only v-Then group training proves inadequate.
Hirsch and

~.Jalden (1969)

etlployed

a.

group tEchnique

wi th training 30 mothers ld th the principles and practices of
behavior modification procedures.
.involved:

The training essentially

1) group meetings consisting of h:1.ghly organized

lectures on reinforcement theory and infoPmal discussions,
2) individual discussion and management advice for specific
behavior problems, 3) individual application of lea.rned prin
ciples to interaction in the home, and 4) keeping daily re
cords of child behaviors.

The authors report that'the fre

qu.ency of the child's devi9.nt behavior, as scored by daily
record keeping and self reports, improved in the direction
specified before treatment in 96

%of

the subjects.

There

was no objective observation of the child, however, to verify
the subjective reports.

Shah (1967) instructed a mother

whose child demonstrated severe tantrum behavior to keep
daily records.

Upon one weeks completion, the mother's notes

.,.rere used in defining the probletlatiC contingencies that were
maintaining the malada,ptive behavior.
and

b~sic

These contingencies

operant principles were explained to the mother.

Then a step-by-step outline

'Nas

formulated in which the moth

21

er was instructed to

a combination of time-out for tan

USe

trums and reinforcement for almost anyaccepta.ble behavior.
The mother was seen twice a "leek for tt10 months until a "warm
and pos:i tive relationship bet'Vreen mother and child was stabil
ized. ti

Lindsley (1966) used a simj.lar technique 'with fathers

in a group and discusses the utilization of procedures inclu
ding the "Sunday Box ll and the "Point store".

In supporting

the contention that parents can be trained, the complete ex
perimental procedure of behaVior modification with specific
behaviox'S in the experimental office, Johnson (1969) devel
",.

oped a set of parental instruc:tions for the recording and
managing of disturbing behaviors in two children.

The in

structions including applied eAtinction avoidance and fading
techniques, were successfully carried out by the parents in
20 sessions.

There have been a few ma,nuals published l'lhich

include the application of behavioral techniques in the home.
(Patterson and Gullion 1968; Valett 1969; vlagner 1968)
In contrast to leaving the mother on her

Olm

in the

home, relying on self reports and remote instructions, Peine
(1969) makes a case for having; a sl-cillecl. therapist 'lt1crk "ii th'
the parents in their

ho~e

to train them in defining behaViors,

recording snd graphine; behaViors, and building in reinforcers
for the entire family.
~eveloped

incluied
'he~

hyp

Zeilcerber, Sampen, and Sloane (1968)

a list of instructions for a mother to follow which
syste~at1c

reinforceuent and ti:e-out procedures for

sive four year oli son.

In this

progra~,

ex
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perimenters went into the home and recorded the occurrence of
target behaviors and reinforced the mother for following the
instruc~ions

correctly (via social approval) and corrected

the mother for not following the instructions correctly.

The

aggressive and disobedient behaviors of the child Were clearly

-

,

decreased by manipulating the parent consequences.

Hawkins,

Peterson, Schweid, and Bijou (1966) incorporated three obser
vers for some 16 sessions of b9.sel1ne data cO,llection in the
home.

Following this baseline period, when an adequate rate

of objectionable behaViors could be estimated, the mother l'TaS
~

informed of nine objectionable behaviors that would be treat
ed!t

,She was sho"Vm three gestural signals that indicated how

she l'laS to behave toward her hyperaggressive, non-compliant
four year old son, Peterl 1) Signal A meant that she was to
command Peter to stop whate...,-er objectionable behaVior he was
emitting, 2) Signal B meant that she was to give him atten
tion, praise, and/or affectionate physical contact, 3) Signal
C meant that she was to place Peter in his room and lock the
door.

A total of six experimental sessions were employed..

Follol'1ing the experlmental sessions and a 24 day interval,
three recheck sessions revealed that the nine objeetionable
behaviors 1'1e1'e 'effectively mc)dified.

The authors note that

Peter obtained. much mOl"e affection from his mother by an in
creas

ra'ce of desire.ole bernVlt'H'S ..
Peterson (1967) discusses the

vantages Bnd problems of

,ce.rrying out behavior uodificatton programs ,\'1i th the tr.:erspis t
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in the home. [Among the advantages he discusses are, 1) beha

viors of concern to therapist and parent alike are more likely
to occur in the home; in some cases, this is the only setting
where the problem behavior occur.s; 2) the therapist can accu
rately assess the contingencies of reinforcement between par
ent and child only with first hand observation; 3) generali
zation of treatment effects across setting and across persons;

4) the therapist can be sure that the mother emits the cor
rect response at the correct time for the correct behavior,
and 5) relevant uncontrolled variables may be observed in the
home.

Among some of the problems reviewed were: 1) the pre

sence of an observer changes the home environment; 2) rele
vant signaling devices force the parent to be at a certain
vantage point, and 3) recording techniques do not al10v1 ob
servation usually of seriOU8 behaviors that occur seldomly.
The point this author makes is well taken but on the other
side of the coin, many therapists have been very successful
in employing behavior modification techniques with parents in
the laboratory.
1n the Laboratoru.

Bell (1964) noted that by control

ling the environment in which children's
occur, reliable observation can

detel~ine

ent behaviors that maintain them.
out

tha~,;

there is

man behavior"

~.,ery

proble~

behaviors

the relevant par

Findley (1966) has pointed

limited experimental analysis of hu

He cites as reason for t.his state of affairs

the c·onstrai.nt of using standardized environments in vlhich
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reliable observations can be made, contaminating variables
controlled and relevant variables discovered.
A few investigators report the use of laboratory envi
ronments in modifying mother-Child interactlon difficulties.
Russo (1964) reports using a treatment which involved simple
reinforcement of desired behavior (cooperat,ion, sociability,
and friendly conduct) and extinction of undesired behavior
(outbursts, rudeness, loudness, etc.) by withdrawal of rein
forcement.

Although he reports success in the sense that

undesirable behavior decreased in frequency, it is impossible
to analyze the relevant variables roaintai9lng the deviant be
havior and those responsible for changing it.

Straughan (1963)

reports success with a method of desensitization combined
wi th encol:tt"agement of appro,pr.1ate behavior in a case where
the mother had become an anxiety arousing stimulus to her
child., By her regimental and domineering influence, the
mother had come to elicit anxiety in the child by her simple
presence.

Using a desensitizing technique as described by

Wolpe (1958), Straughan induced relaxation in the child play
ing independently in a playroom. and then slowly introduced the
mother with closer and closer physical approximations.

The

mother was instructed to encourage the child's appropriate be
haVior.

Agsin the report does not permit analysis of the re

levant variables leading to the mother's anxiety arousing po
tential or those

variable~

related to desensitizlhg this po

tential.
Bijou (1965) used a playroom connected to an observation

2.5
room by a one-way glass mirror and a microphone.

Two obser

vers recorded all of the child's verbal and non-verbal beha
vior and all of the mother's verbal and non-verbal behavior
immediately follol'ling the child's behavior.

Behaviors rela

ted to the mother's complaint (he is always commanding me to
do things) were considered deviant.

Cooperative behaviors,

verbal and non-verbal, were considered incompatible with the
deviant behaviors and very desirable.

~~o

sessions provided

enough information for the identification of the problem beha
viors.

Two further sessions provided baseline measures on the

frequency of occurrence of the child's

c~anding

and cooper

ative behaviors and the mother's responses to them.

In the

next two sessionss- the mother was instructed by way of a light
signal to ignore commanding behavior and attend in any way she
thought natural to cooperative behavior.

Commanding behavior

decreased over baseline sessions while cooperatlve behavior
increased.

In order to further establish the maintaining ef

fects of the mother's consequential behavior, the next t,'ro
sessions contained the lnstructions to behave as she did j.n
the baseline sessions and no instructions via the signal "rere
given.

Again the child's commanding behavior increased and

coopt';rative behavior decreased over the rates obtained in the
instructional session.

The next

se~si()ns

which . . l ere still in

progress at the time of the writing would revert to having the
mother ignore ccrmnandins and reinforce cooperation.

In this

,stage, they help the mother fl,)rr.1 accura te discriminations of
com~and:ln6

and

coo'pe:cE tl

by flashing a light ...Then she makes

!
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the correct decisions.

The light is assumed to have a rein

forcing funotion in shaping up discrimination.

w

'

One question

raised by this study concerns the extent to 'l'Thich laboratory
acquired behavior generalizes into the home.
Bernal, Duryee, Pruett, and Burns (1967) report the use
of a clinic situation similar to that employed by Bijou in
shaping a mother to ignore, express anger, order to stop, and
punish abusive behavior of her 8 1/2 year old "brat".

These

conditioned aversive stimuli assumed a control function in re
ducing undesirable behavior.

It is interesting to note that

these aversive stimuli assumed the functi<rn of negative rein
forcers 1'lhen their wi thdra\,ial was made contingent on "good"
behavior.

Along l'l'i"ch teaching the mother to follow through

with these control measures, the authors shaped up matel'ne.l
reinforcements made contingent on only good behavior.
results

ShOll

The

an increase in the "brat's" complying behavior

wi th a decrease in self abuse, mother abuse, and a host of un-·
desirable behaviors.

Video taping of the sessions providec

observer reliability ratings, observational learning sessions
in v'hich the mother "t1as reinforced 'l'lhlle observing her appro
pria.te behavior and not reinforqed While observing her lm3p
proprlate behD.vior.
Wf<.fJ.ler, ~·an~~el, Peterson, and Morrison

(1965) used a

similar procejure to that of Bernal et.al., (1967) in chang
ing the

~atherts

reinforce2ent contingencies that maintained

problem behaviors in thelr Children.
five stages; 1)

tacliS'hlng

basel~;.nes

The technique involves
on child and mother
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behavior; 2) Helping the mothers to discrimina.te deviant beha
viors from their incompat1 ble counterpe,rts in their children;

3) Shaping mothers to make social reinforcement contingent on
the compatible behavior while ignoring the deviant behavior;

4) Changing these contingencies to establish their maintaining
function, and 5) Returning them to their desirable properties.
The authors report success in three cases.
The above studies concentrate on thp. methodology of sha
ping mothers to sflape their children's behavior.

However, the

question arises concerning how "functionally equivalent the

,

laboratory exemplars are to the natural environment." (Ullman
and Krasner 1965)

Instructions to the mother before entering

the playroom generally consisted of, tlJ'ust play with
you might at home."

as

The laboratory restrictions imposed are

not reported as oontributing variables to treatment effects.
Beoause the natural environments of ohildren are far less com
plex than those of adolescents and adults, they should produce
fewer difficulties for systematic laboratory control and re
production.

Hanf (1968), at the Crippled Children's Division

of the University of Oregon Medical School, has developed a
two stage program to control mother-child interactions in a
variety of standard laboratory envlrop..::nents.

HANF'S PROCEDURE
Initially, Ranf (1968) conducted detailed interviews,
behavior oriented in focus, with a pilot group of eight
mother-child (M-C) pairs who were rsferred to the behavior
modification program for severe management. d.ifficul ties.
During this interview, mothers reported those situations in
which management difficulties occurred most regularly, the
child's

behav~or

on those occasions, and

on those occasions.

~elr

own behavior

From these reports a set of laboratory

standard envirorunents .,;-rere empirically de:-i ved "lhich

~rere

con

sidered to be enalogs of those daily envirorunents in which
lI:-C interaction difficulties occurred.
laboratory environments included:

The sat of standard

mother occupied, child to

play alone (A), child's game and rules (B), mother's game and
rules (e), visitor in the room (F), mother leaves the room
(G), and clean-up (Z).

A complet.e list of the construction

of these and other standard laboratory environments based on
lIs' description of their problems is reproduced in Appendix B.
No complaints of the pilot group were omitted from this list
and Ranf (1968) reported that complaints of some 24 subsequent
mothers fell neatly into these categories.
It was assumed that use of the standard laboratory en
vironments would:

1) increase the reliability of observation,

2) proT.ride ths necessary conditions for valid

~.;1 thin

and be
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tween dyad comparisons, 3) standardize cond.i tions for replica •.
tion and study of behavioral sequences and their development
over time, 4) expedite the behavior modification process by
providing the environmental stimuli that produce the reported
problem behaviors, and 5) increase the probability of general
ization of acquired behaviors to natural environments.
Hard' t s procedure involved collection of baseline data
by a team of trained observers assigned to each !-C pair.
Data were collected on operationally defined behaviors for the
mothers and their children In the standard laboratory environ
ments that matched their specific
ini tial interview).

complai~s,

(disclosed in an

Three to four baseline sessions ,('1ere con

ducted until the data reached consistency and the specific
problems could be defined.

Only those laboratory environments

in which the problem behaviors occurred provided the setting
in which behavior modification "las carried out.

Folloning the

baseline period, the team shared with the mothers their obser
vations, hypotheses, tabulated data, and audio-video tapes in
a treatment interview'.

The goal of this interview was to

train mothers to observe, think, and speak about specific be
haviors that occurred in the baseline sessions.
FollOl'ling the treatment interviei'(, the tl·m-stage treE! t
ment program commenced.

The goa,ls of the first stage w'ere to

increase mothers· attending and following behaviors contingent
on their childrents desirable behaviors, and to increase the
mothers t repertOires of contingent verbal and physical rSi'JC':tr

-..
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dine; behaviors.

'rhe goals of the second stage "lere & 1) shape

mothers in giving simple, explicit, and direct commands, 2)
get mothers to use re't'1arding behavior, learned in stage 1,
contingently on their children's compliance with commands,
and 3) increase the effective use of aversive consequences
(i.e., warning, time-out, spanking

seque~ce),

children's non-compliance to commands.

contingent on

During the treatment

sessions, a mother receivecl instructions, rei-lards, and criti
cisms via a '\'lireless communication system ,\,1'hile interacting
with her child in the standard laboratory environments.

~rhen

it "las deemed appropriate by the team, md"cleling techniques
were employed to develop the mother's repertoire of particu
lar behaviors.
Because of the procedure of this two-stage program,
(i.e., teaching Hs to become dispensers of positive social
reinforcement and then teaching them to use control techni
ques effectively) standard laboratory enVironments, child's
game and rules (B) and

mother~s

gs.me and rules (C) were used

primarily in the application of behaVior modification tech
niques.

It can be seen from the goals that broad response

classes were the focal point of this program as opposed to
Single target behaviors.

The duration of this program invol

ved a.n average of 15 sessions.

Sessions occurred twice l'reek

1y and were extendec. over a 2 to 3 month period.
The findings of this program concluded that the use of
standardized laboratory envlronments facilitated the analysiS

'"
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and modification of relevant variables that function to main
tain problem behaviors. in 1'1-C interaction.

The use of these

environments has also provided the potential for more accu
rate observations of the acquisition and generalization of
behaviors in one or more different but related environments.
At the time of this writing, Ranf '\'las conducting research in
the computation of ratios of mother and child behaviors 1'lhich,
it was thought, would enhance definitions of problem behaviors
in dyad interaction, facilitate the development of criteria
across pairs for optimal contingenCies, and provide for ready
analysis of the data.

One goal of this tresearch

't1aS

the pro

vision of a prediction system which \-lOuld ha've the potential
of identifying specific behaviors and behavioral deficits in
mothers with management problems. (Hanf 1970)

\

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTHOL
Statement Of Tpe P!pbleill
One aspect of Hanf's procedure which received consider
able attention in the following experiment was the cffective
ness of using standard laboratory environments in a behavior
modification setting.

Throughout the preceding research, it

was noted that for behavior to be modified it must first be
observed.

However, behavior modifiers have not addressed
~

themselves to the development of a reliable procedure designed- to produce on the overt level, problem behav10rs of focus
for modification techniques.

In the reported clinical set

tings, therapists dealing with parent-child interaction diffi
culties have provided for the parents vague instructions.
These instructions were not specifically designed for the eli
citation of problem behaviors that became the target of modi
fication techniques.

Other therapists have

inteI~ened

in the

home environment where the necessary stimulating conditions
for parent-child interaction difficulties are frequently pre
sent, but not controlled.

When Ranf (1968) developed stan

dard laboratory environments for the employment of behavior
modification techniques, the assumption
onments i'Tou.ld reliably

incr~ase

"laS

that these envir

the probability

&;11

frequency

of OCCllrrenee of a broad class of problem behaviors across

'li-Q

irs.

cnt research

~as

designed to test this

\
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assumption.
The purpose of this experiment i'laS to discoyer w'hether
or not standard laboratory environments constructed primarily
by specific instructions t.o the parents 'were effective in in
creasing the probability and frequency of occurrence of a

--

broad class of problem behaviors across M-C pairs.

Utilizing

the baseline procedure developed by Hanf (1969) the present
experiment attempted to design a control technique for examin
ing the effects of standard laboratory environments on increa

--

sing the frequency of l·I-C interaction difficulties.
,

The de

velopmcnt of a control technique involvea'the designing of a
free-time environment (X) i'lhich '\Vould include all constant
variables present in the standard laboratory envlrnTh"'Jents ex
cept for specific instructions '\'Thich cued 1.1 to behave in a
particular l'lay.

In general, it i'ras hypothesized that those

behaviors which constitute interaction difficulties would oc
cur with less frequency in the free-time (no specific instruc
tions) environment (X) than in the standard laboratory envir
onments which were constructed by specific instructions to

~.

Interaction difficulties were defined as an increase or de
crease in the frequency of specific behaviors that '\'1ere to be
the focus of extinction or shaping techniques respectively.
For example, it we.s hypothesized. that fei-rer commands, gives up
control, and complj. cs 1rlould occur in free-time environIIlent (X)
than In standard laboratory
rules (C), and. clean up (Z).

~nviron~ents,

motherts game anc.

\

NETHOD
Subjects

-

--

lJ.'he Ss 'Nere 12 M-C pairs who were referred to the beha
vior modification program from various clinics in the Crip
pled Children's Division of the University of Oregon Medical
School for management prcblems so severe that parents in the
home and staff specialists could not manage
Cs were classified as "futile to manage

~

Q.

In general,

take care of, se

verely hyperactive, unreachable, or retarded."

-

All Cs had

,one or more of the following chronic, handicapping, physical
"disabilities; 1) hyperactivity, 2) deafness, 3) e.bsence of
useful speech, and 4) mental retardation.
tween 2 and 6 years of age.

-

All Cs ranged be

All l1s in the study llere white

and ranged in socio-economic and educational categories from
welfare to high income levels, ghetto to surburban residents,
and grade school to college graduates.
muiE.~ent ancL.b~bora tor:r"

Setj:;il}S

Volunteer assistants consisting of psycholo

interns,

graduate and undergraduate psychology majors, and a volunr;eer
mother with a college degree donstltuted the various four man
teams assi;ned to

~iork

with each

!:!~,c

pair.

They were traj.ned

to carry out tasks involvin;: t?1e use of labore.tory
, and. the trans forma tioD of en ta from machine output.

ec;,uipmE'~:l'!:;,

Thelr
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participation in the program ranged from one month to four
years.
An Esterline-Angus 20-channel event recorder (EsterlineAngus Instrmuent Company, Indianapolis, Indiana), a Bus-in
~-~

one-way wireless communication system (Farral Instru

ment Company, Grand Island, Nebraska), and an Ampex Video
Tape Recorder constituted the equipment necessary for reliable
observation and recording.
Two rooms connected by a one-way mirror provided the
setting for observing and recording activities.

A standard

~

supply of toys provided the milieu for both active and quiet
individuals and were available for each session; however,
. each pair received no more or less than five different kinds
of toys throughout

thei~

program.

~pecific Pro~~dures

fnitial Interview.

All lis' appeared for initial inter

views where information was obtained concerning specific be
haviors, conditions, and occasions which led to M-C interac

--

tion difficulties (Banf 1969).
lis were: 1) acquainted

'Vii th

Follo'w'ling this inter'li m'i, all

the. program procedures - this in

cluded telling !:Is that reproduction of those daily situations
in which their problems occurred would be attempted in the
laboratory vis. a set of instructions, (standard laboratory
envirom!lents), 2) shO'l'in the observation roem and equipment,
and 3) introduced to the members of the team who l'l'Ould be
wor~ing

with them.
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Baseline Data Collection.
After introduction to the
-
program, all H-f pairs appeared in three sessions on three
~-

separate days for baseline data collection.

Upon entering the

clinic, a secretary presented lis a list of instructions which
described the sequence of, and standard laboratory environ
ments planned for the particular M-Q pair on the particular
day.

The standard laboratory environments were constructed

by specific instructions to 11s via this list, and later in the
laboratory by a \'-Tireless communication system to avoid any
confusion.

For.example, a list of instructions might include

the folloit·ring: "Hello, Mrs. Doe.
follow's: 'Y!he:n

'\'19

Today

~t

us proceed as

talk "lith you (via the wireless com..rnunication

system) get John to play in a game ( s) you choose find keep him
at this.

You can change games but keep him at whatever you

choose.

Do not choose games that he likes especially, (sta.n

dard laboratory environment, mother's game, C).
l'11th you again, you play whatever game or
ses.

When ,\,le talk

activit;')'~

John choo

It is his choice of games and his rules, (standard labo

ratory environment, Child's game, B).
you again, clean up.
rle do not care.

Then, when rIe talk "lith

Get John to put toys wherever you choose,

The idea is to get him to do things you ask

him to do, (standard laboratory environnent, clean-up, Z).
That is all ffJr today.

\-/e l'lill see you next'Vlednesday, April

8th, at nine o'clcc\: in the morning.

Thank you."

A table of all 18.boratory envirore'.aents and their corres
ponding instl'uc
t

is included in Appendix C.

Since the pre-

:>7
vious l'iorl{ by Hanf (1969) manifested. that almost without ex
ception, standard laboratory environments, child's game and
rules (B), mother's game and rules (C), and clean-up (Z), pro
vided t~e major occasions across pairs during which problem
behaviors occurred, these were lncorporated in the present
study.
Prior to the baseline data collection in these standard.
laboratory enVironments, a free-time environment eX) was con
structed in the following manner I

After M had a chance to

read the list 'of instructions presented by the secretary, she
llaS

greeted by E who introduced himself 8'S"a member of the

team that would be working

w~th

her.

He then said, "If you

will come 1'1i th me to the .p;tayroom, we .\,;111 be able to get
s tartcd sho:l:'1.::1y ••• (on· the \,lay to t.he playroom) ••• ,oj e prefer to
have you and your child stay down here 1'1hile we are gettlng
set up with the equipment ••• (at the playroom door) ••• It ''1111
ta..1{e us a feN minutes and when l'ie arc ready, we 'Nill let you
kn01'l via the Wireless communication system. II
the

~u5-1n-th~-Ea~

tion of

a

device and closed the doer.

free-tine en-viron.!.'"ilent (X)

t'Tas

E then gave her
The construc

designed to proc,uce

a sit.uation where no specific instructions were presented
vl1l1ch would cue a mother to behave in a particular 'tray.

All

otr:(;r cxtrlnsic -variables held constEmt 1n standard laboratory
~l:~";""'o"""""'en+-"
t;1. 'J ... .J,..
.... ~
oJoJ

,

rules (C),
YlT!"i""
e....
... o___

~Cr.1e

.:)C1.~

c
"'n-'l l'ule
("".:l.'I t , .IDc)the....
'""8.""'"
.....:>
.....:.. 's 6.!..:.;......

M ... II

~~

0"Yl(1
c;;;,.
...... _'"

cle2.'1-ttp (7;), 'Here 8.1so const2.nt in free-tL:1!;;
v

;o"r,'1"'
.... 1'0
~_.

WP.s

ch~l..:ltq
_
L~
.......

(F)
.I..

to producs

:::1.

The purFose of free-tine- en-vtron.llent (X)
si tU8.tion l:ot sub,ject co specific ins truc
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tions where l1-Q behaviors could be reliably observed and re
corded.
It lras considered by the team of observers that free-time
environ.>nent (X) should logically occur first in the sequence
of standard laboratory environments.
structuring was that a free-time

The rationale for this

environ.~ent

lished only by avoiding as much as

could be estab

p~ssible an~

specific in

structions ,\,Thich '\'Jould clue the lis to behave in a particular
l'lay.

It l'laS assumed that the

free-t~me

environment (X) would

produce as close as possible 1'laitins room behaviors not influ.
.".

enced by specific instructions and should therfore occur
first in the sequence of presentation.

Also team

co:r~Blderatlon

concluded that standar<;i laboratol"y environment, clean-up (Z),
should logically occu::r last in the sequence beCcl';lSe it 't'lOuld
not make sense to the child to clean up the toys in the room.
and then begin playing with them. again.
Following these considerations, it was the design of
this experiment to hold all extrinsic variables constant in
the standard laboratory environments and free-time environment
(x) and vary only those instructions which constituted each

enviror.::n.ent.

The specific instructions 'tihich established

standard laboratory environments, child's game and rules (B),
mother's ga~e and rules (C), clean-up (Z), and no specific
instructions which established free-time en.o:rironment (X) lrere
the ina

ont variables of this study.

Except for the loeical order of free-time environment

ex)

occurLng first anc2.

cle8n~u:p

environment (Z) occuring last

\
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in the sequence of presentation, the design attempted to coun
terbalance and randomize the sequence of child's game and
rules (B) and mother's game and rules (e).

This lias done so

that if order effects llere present, they 1-Tould be spread over
all treatment effects and "lould balance out.

The counterbal

ancing involved a Be, CB, Be order for four 1:1-£ pairs and a

eE, Be, CE order for four other 1:1-£ pairs over the three base
line sessions.

The randomizing involved a flip of the coin

where heads decided Be order and tails decidedCB order for
four li-Q pairs over three baseline sessions.
son of data was conducted to determine

w~ther

Then a compari
or not Qrder

effects were present in this experiment. (See Results)
Eight behaviors "rhich had been operatione.lly defir;;ec1..
were selected from Ranf's previous work (1969) with 30 fl-Q
pairs on the basis of their common occurrence aCl:QSS ...~Ir-e
-
pairs and their ability to delineate interaction diffic.ulties.

child's game and rules

These behaviors \-Tere observed and recorded for each N-C pair
in each environment: free-time (X)s

(B), mother's game and ,rules (C), and clean-up (Z).

Appendix

D contains a list; of these behaviors and their operational
definltions.

Each behavior 'Nas observ'ed and. recorded in

rate-per-minute,values in each of the environments.

Each en

vironment 'ire.s proGrammed for a duration of five minutes since
it "las fl.1und in a pilot study by Eanf (1969) that longer per
iods of tine, i. e., 15-20 ninutes !)er enviror.:nent proc.ucec1.
:re.te-per-m:Lt'!ute v9.1r:.es f'i:J.ile.r to those obtftined in the

ute

0(:.

5 min-

"
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Reliabillli.
ducted over a t"TO

A reliability training session was con
~reek

period inyolving some 18 hours of re

cording behaviors observed on audio-video tapes.

The tapes

were previously recorded during baseline sessions with M-C
pairs.

The final relie.bili ty check on a four member team of

observers included data on eight behaViors in the four differ··
ant laboratory

enviro~~ents,

X, B, C, 'and Z.

were observed and recorded by two observers.

All behaviors
Date, was compiled

and transformed from the 20-channel event recorder tapes by

t"l0 independent observers who later collaborated on differen..

,.

ces.

Inter-observer reliability coefficients were computed

and yielded the follOl'ling results for the eight behaviors: 1)
Commanas, .90, - 2) Follm'ls in Q' splay, .88, 3 ) Gives up con
trol, .91}6, 4) Asks Questions, .914, 5) Rer.'1ards, .975, 6) In

-76, 7) Interaction, .941, and 8) Complies,

depend.ent Play,

.89.

It "las concluded that inter-observer reliability '\':as

obtained.

None of the observers "lere informed. about the hy

potheses of this study.

HY U 2..t.bf§J::.§..
'rhe purpose of this experiment

't'!aS

to:) dete:;....mine "Nhether

or not standard le,boratory envlroI'J::l.ents constructed by speci
fie ins tructions to r'l fune. ti.oned to tncrease the pro 1::;8.oi1i ty
and frequer.cy of occurrence of a 'broad class of
ViC~8

a.c:r~8G

~'fI-(~

pairs.

Proble:rr

b~haviors

proble~"l.

'bCh8

v:ere considered. to

be those behaviors of focus in the analysis of interaction
a.~i1···e~
..... v~:,~
\..1....1. "'i""8
v "-' •

The ei3hc behaviors defined in

Appe~dix

D were

,
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used as the criteria in this experiment.

Hypotheses concern

ing the effects of standard laboratory environments, child's
game (B), mother's game a.nd rules (C), clflan-up (2), and free
time environment (X) on the eight criteria behaviors were for
mulated and tested.

Specifically, the major hypotheses inclu

ded:
1)

2)

3)

I} )

5)

There would be a decrease in the frequency of
Gives Up Control as a function of environment
(X) and an increase in this frequency as a
function of environments (C) and (2).
There would be an increase in the frequency of
Independent Playas a function of environment
(X) and a decrease in this frequency as a
func tion of env:tronments (B), (C) J and (2',) co
There would be an increase in t~ frequency of
Interaction as a function of environment (3)
and a decrease in this frequency as a fu.nction
of environment (X), (C), and (Z).
There "lould be an increase in the frequency of
Follows in C's Playas a function of environ
ment (B) and a decrease in this frequency as a
function of env:tronment (X).
There would be no difference in the frequency
of Rewards as a function of the environments
(X), (B), ( C ), and (Z).

In conjunction with these major hypotheses the following
supplementary hypotheses were formulated and tested:
1)

2)

3)

There would be an increase in the frequency of
Commands as a function of envirou'71.ents (C) and
(Z) and a decrease in this frequency as a func
tion of environments (X) and (B).
There liTOuld be an increase in the frequency of
Complies as a function of environments (C) and
(Z) and a decrease in this frequency as a func
tion of environments (X) and (B).
There ~lould be an increas e in the frequency of
Asks Questions as a function of enviro~ent (B)
an6 a decrease in thl;q frequency as 8 function
of environments (X), (C), and (Z).

RESUL'rS

A two factor repeated measures design was employed for
analysis of the data. (Winer 1962)

There were four levels of

the treatment factor and three levels of the day factor.

All

mothers and children were observed under the four treatment
conditions on three separate days.

The rationale underlying

this design l'ras that free-time environment (X) and standard
laboratory environments (B), (C), and (Z).,.were viei1ed as sep
arate treatments given to all

1.1-£ pe.irs, and all M-£ pairs

were measured on the sa!Il.e criteria.

The cri te:.'ia measured in

each of these environments included al.l. of the eight behaviors
defined in Appendix D.

An analysis of variance was conducted-

on each of these criterion measures.

The day by envlroThuent

interaction was considered important in order to determine
whether the frequency of behaviors changed across environments
as a function of the three different days on which they were
o bserverl and record ed.
to det

Post-hoc comparisons \"1ere condu,cted

effects of each environment on the frequency

of each behavior.

All hypotheses were tested at the .01 level

of significance and/or the

.05 level of significance.

The first major hypothesis may be stated as follo1'Ts:
HO t

;,J'

•

·...1 •

There 1'wuld be no difference in the frequency of Gives
Up Control as 8. function of the envlroTI:.:J.ents (X), (3),
( C ), ano. (Z).
'fhere ";Quld be a G.8crease in the frequency of GIves
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Up Control as a function of environment (X) and an
increase in this frequency as a function of environ
ments (C) and (Z).
Table I includes an Al3 Su.mmary of Observed Da.ta, Analysis of
Variance, and a Test on Heans Using Newrnan-Keuls Procedure on
Gives Up Cont.rol.
TABLE I
AB SUNHABY OF OBSERVED DATA, ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE,
AND TEST ON NEANS USING NEHN.AN-KEULS
PROCEDURE ON GIVES UP CONTROL
AB SUlvlFlARY

TAJ&~~

,Of OBSERVEQ DATA:
Environments

(i)

>:.

a1

g -a
2

-3
8

b

Total

bB

b

9.6

37.8

196.9

261.6

505.9

5.2

0.0

1t>6.t>

17t>.tj

370.8

-13.3

5.6
3-

212.2

155.5

595·9

595.9

386.6
. ,
3.3

b
ro

~

-

X

.

c

z

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GIVES UP CONTROLI
_""

Source S!.J

_.'1""
V:ari~tion

Between H-C pairs
Within li-Q pairs

A
(ii)

(Days)

B (Environ
ments)
AXE (Days X
Environments)
Residual (Error)

Total

SS

dF

~1§

3568.844

11

324.440

19888.201

132

150.668

227.321
8719.030

2
3

113.660
2906.343

390.220 I 6

F

I 33.33**
1.30

65.036 I

10 S5 1. 59 11 121

87.203

23229. 72L~ I 143
1

162. 1}45

.75
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TABLE

I--QQp!i~u~~

TEsrf ON BEANS USING

Environments
.Q.!:ster:ed l:ieans

NE\~~'IAN-KEULS.

X
_ .78

X

PROCEf)URE:

B

-r.,g,Q
B

Differences beti'leen X
pairs
. B

.42

C

Z

C

Z

15.77
15.35

15.77
15.35

,lb • .2'2 -lb": 5;(

C

SE == L 56(iii) q.99(r,120):
S:e q.99(r,120):

'-1~-----2------3~"""'--~4--'-'--'
r=

3.70

n
X

5.Z2
B

4.20

6.55

C

\ ,
"'~"ll"

**

4.50
8!02
Z

---*'*

**

In viel', of the analysis of variance resul.ts in part ii of
Table I, the null hypothesis is rejected at the .01 level of
significance since F.

(3,120)=3.95. There lTere no signifi
99
CB.ut int:e!'e.ction effects bet~'reen days and environr;lentc on

-'

this criterion.

The test on means in part iii of Table I

shwos that the mean frequency of Gives Up Control in environ
ment (Z) Is statistically different from the mean frequency
in environments (X) and (B).

The mean frequency of Gives Up

Control in environment (C) is statistically different from
the mee.n frequency in environncnts (X) and (B).

No other

differences beti'reen means lfere statistically significant at
the .01 level for the Nei·rro.an-Keuls test.

'rhe alternative hy

pothesis that there 1;'Iculd be a decrease in the frequency of
Givas Up Control as a function of envirorunent (X) and an in
crease in this frequency as a fU.:.1ction of environnonts (C) a,nd

(z), is accepted at the .01 le,re1 of significance since S-,q 99
,0

•

,

..-/
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(4,120)=8.02 and SBQ .99(3,120)=6.55 respectively •.
The second major hypothesis may be stated as follows:

no I

There vlOuld be no difference in the frequency of
. Independent Playas a function of environment (X),
( B), (C ), and (Z).
There would ,be an increase in the frequency of Inde
pendent Playas a function of environment (X) and a
decrease in this frequency as a function of environ
ments (B), (C), and (Z).

Hl :

Table It includes an AB Smnmary of Observed Lata, Analysis of
~Variance,

and a Test on Heans Using Nel'lman-Keuls Procedure on

Independent Play.

,.

TABLE II

AB SUf1HARY OF OBSERVED DATA, ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE,
A.Nn

TEST ON i1EAKS USIKG

NEWNJ~N-KEULS

PROCEDURE ON INDEPENDENT PLAY

AB

SU~'INARY

.OF OBSBHyED-I~1

Environments

a
til

(i),

~

a

8

1
2

B)

-

.

bx

bE

be

186.9

154.2

184.9 ' 1)1.8

......

75.4

bZ
72.7

489.20

129.8

91.7

5)8.20

)7.)

441.60

Total

I

- 249.0

10).0

,52.)

)89.0

257.5

.,

,

-

/
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TABuE II--Continued
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE .QF Il\1J)EPENDENT PLAY =

ss

Source of Variation
Between

H-£

pairs

Within N-C pairs
A (Days)
B (Environ
(li)
ments)
AXB(l)ays X
Environments)
Residual (Error)

MS

dF

F

7486.1161 . 11

680.556

l'7910.00hl 132
97.21
2
2894.792
3

135.681
48.605
964.930

7.45**

104.143

.80

624.8631

6

.)8

I

692.7011 121

129.558
I

Total

177.59~

14)

25396.12

."..

TES']: ON lr.EANS USING

-Z

Environments
. prdered i{ea.£!3
Differences
between pairs

z

C

i. bO
z

L

-r;:

~2"
3.70
6.66
2.80
5. 10

(iii) q~99(r,120):

9

'19 (r, 120) :
120):
~. 95 (r, 120) :

Si

{T,

~I

C

1.55

Sj§ q
q

PROCEDURE:

C

hlj

B

= 1.82

S-

.N~;n!AN-KEULS

Z

C

"-X--

B

19;m--U::-t..I£
X

b

5. 21 "-'1.1.64

3.66
10.09
6.4~
:3 -!f"..t!t2
4.20
4.50
7.64 8.19
).69
3.28

5.27

B

*

6.·1+...

X

~.--

**
*

The results of the analysis of varianoe in part 1i of

ble

II lead to the rejection of the null hypothesis at th8 .01
level of significance since F.
no s1£;nl

carJ.t

F 90 (6,120)
•

by environ.::.lent

ir~terao:-;ion

There were
effects since

The test on neans in part lii of Table II

.96.

7

t

ShOV8

'""en+- (-")

I.u.l..

99 (3,120)=3.95.

IJ

,/'.

~"";q
-...;

J..,.U

::.lean frequency of
p+-ic"ll~;
a
.;

.." ) v

?lay

In~egend

,'1,
...:.._ l"'f'er(:>·..,....
.... _;.,.1."

~·h·<>
~_
......
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environments (D), (e), and (Z) since BE q.9.5(2,120)=S.10,

BE Q.99{3,120)=7. 64 , and BE

q.99{4,120)=8.1~ respectively.

It

was noted that the difference in the mean frequency of Inde
pendent Play beti'leen environments (X) and (B) was statisti
cally significant at the

.OS

level, and the difference in this

frequency betlATeen environments (X) and (e), and (X) and (Z),
\'las statistically significant at the .01 level.

Thus, the

alternative hypotheSiS that the frequency of Independent Play
would increase as a function of enVirOl1ment (X) and decrease
as a function of environments (3), (e), and (Z),

.,.

"laS

accepted •

,The third major hypothesis \1aS stated as fol101'm:
Hot

There ltlOuld be no difference in the frequ.ency of In
teraction as a function of environments (X), (E),
( C ), and ( Z ) •

H1 :

There \'Vould be an increase in the fz'equenoy of Inter
action as a fu..'1ction of environment (B)
a de
crease in this frequency as a function of environ
ments (X), (e), and (Z).

Table III includes an AB Summary of the Observed Data, Analy
sis of Variance, and a Test on Means Using Newman-Keuls Pro
cedure on Interaction.

TABLE III
A3 SUi\:lf..iARY OF OBSE:rVF:J LJ...'l'A:, Ai'JALYSIS OF VAHIAHCE,
Aiu 'rES'r ON !·lEAi';S USING Nl;;;;NA~j-KEULS
PROeEDUHE o:r INrSRAC'I'IO:'i
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TABLE III--Continued
/l.B SUl(}IAE..Y 01" .9..BSERVED D~:

Environments

-

(i)

is

b

-- '1'0 tal

Z

-209.7

8.

220.8

3Lj.5.0

204.0

192.0 967.8 .

3 168.8 250·5
7.5 9

126.1

13Li·.6

8.

-~

ANPJ~-;t~IS

OF

"

~

VA1:1L~NCE

~ource_of Va~~~tion

.

B (Environ
ments)
AXB (Days X

Environments)
Residual (Error)
Total

680.0
-,

37.7

"

553

.....

I!~:rE3.A~9.llill:

,.,

_ _•.•• 88

Within M-Q pairs
A (Days)

111.i 905:-g--

537
OF

.~1S

dF

6210.614 111

11-Q pairs

Bet~'1een

(ii)

bC

271.9 312.9

-2

~

bB

-1
8.

til

b
X

25570.950
955.508
3508.035
4L~6.262

,-.;;F,-::1_ _

1564.601

1 132

2
3

1193.719
477.754
169.345

2.80
6.85**

I

6

I 74.377

.44

I 20651.145

1121 1170~670
I 31781.564 143 222.248

TEST' ON.MEANS
. . USING NEI'l.NAN-KEULS
...- - -PROCEDURE:
-. - 
vnvi . . ·c.JJ.';"c
·~Yf.lO"
~s
.-:;--C- , X
B
l.lv
~.J'
:;;;..--....."..
-Orderoct
-ITeans
12
:-16"
~L{':99 'ycr~23.
•
•__ r .
C
x.... --13
J...J_

.J..

1

C2-.83'

~~I

Differences
bet1'leen pe.trs

z
c

X

r=

813 = 2.17
( U.i) Q.QQ(r,120):
S:a"q o9(r,120):

Q.95\r,

120):
33 Q'.9S(r, 120}:

2-1

.~,

2_

"6':)8
3.55

..- 3

-----rr--

3.70
8.03
2.80

9.11

C

X

4.20

3.28

____? . .9:~ _.-1~12

~
X

Z

1

13.07
10.24
6.69
4.50
9.77
3.69

__iL 01
B

::
•

Lj'9

The results of the analysis of variance in part it of Table
III lead to the rejection of the null hypothesis at the .01
level of significa.nce Since F.

(3,120)=:3.9.5. There "IITere no
99
significa.nt interaction effects bet"leen days and environments
on this criterion at the .01 level since F.

(6,120)=2.96.
99
The test on Deans i part iii of Table III ShOl'iS that the mean

frequency of Interaction in environment (B) is statistically
different from the mean frequency in environments (X), (C),
and (Z) since SB q.95(2,120)=6.08,

BE

q.99(4,120)=9.77 respectively.

SE Q.99(3,120)=9.11, and

It was noted that the dif

ference in the mean frequency of Interact:'!on betw'een environ
ments (B) and (X) "\lIaS statistically significant at the .05
le-vel, sm::l the difference in this frequencJr

bet't'ref~:n

environ

ments (B) and (e), and (B) and (Z), was statistically signi
ficant at the .01 level.

Thus, the alternative hypothesis

that the frequency of Interaction "\II0uld increase as a function
of

environ~ent

(B) and decrease as a function of enviroThuents

(X), (e), and (Z), 'Nas accepted.

No other differences "\Ilere

statistically Significant.
'rhe fourth major hypothesis vIas stated as follo /1s t
T

HO'

There would be no ciiffercnce in the frequency of 1<"01
lows in e's Playas a function of environments (X),
( B), ( e), and (Z) e

Hll

There i'!Ould be an increase in the frequency of FollovTs
in e's Playas a function of en7iro~ent (E) and a de
crease in this frequency as a function of environment
(X) "

Table IV inclu::es 8.n AB StL'11.Illary of the Observed t:ata, Analysis
I

of Variance,

~md

a 'res t on

N~a:ns

Using Nei'J".o.an-Keuls Procedure
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on Follows in f's Play.
TABLE IV

AD SUNNARY OF OBSERVED DATA, ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE,
AND 1'EST ON BEANS USING NF)'lHAN-KEULS
PROCEDURE O~ FOLLOHS IN CIS PLAY

&..§JJl:.l..k!1!l'.J

OF OBSERVED

pA TA:

Environments

til

~

(i) ~

-8.1

b~-

bX

113.4 260.6

18.5

~

bZ

Total

15.7

408.2
381.1

-8.2

155.5

218.0

7.6

0.0

8.

13l}

.1"

224 .. 5

7.1

12.2

-----*0 J.-:r-rlO)--:-l

33 .2

27 .9

3

fJ;kf\LYSIS.

91:'" VARJAJ{C,E

SOurc"E;-of
Variati'on'
.
- .---.-...._---
Betl'leen !:1-f pairs
Within M-C pairs
A (Days)
B (En~liron(ii)
ments)
AXE (Days X
Environments)
Residual (Error)
Total

~.

bC

OF POL;LOH§

S·S·

...'"
~,..

lli

378.2
1167 • 5


..

Itl

--~

C' s PI~AJ:

dF-,;rs-~-F
.....

------- ...

_

2698.784111 I 245.344
15839.38811321119.99.5
11.408
2
5.7041 .10
52.24**
8836.586
3· 2945.528

I 168.382 I 6 I
I 6823.012 I 121 I

28.063 I .. 50
56.388

118538.172 I 143 I 129.637
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TABLE, IV--Continued
'rEST ON

N~.NS

USING

N.9,~NA!';-KEQJ..S

Z

Enviro~~ents

Orderecr-1vleans

Z

Diffe=ences
between pairs

:76
z

C
.9g,

e

.16

C
X

( iii) SB = 1. 57
q.99(r, 120):
SB q. 99 (r t 120) :

z
e

X

r=

z

2

3.70
5.61
C

PRoeE':JURE::

X

B

11~20

19.;3J

10.44
10.28

18.77

x

3

B

18.61

JhJ.L

--rr--

6.52

4.50
8.07

**
**

**
**
**

4.20

X

B

The results of the analysis of variance in part i1 of Table
~

IV lead to the rejection of the null hypothesis since F.99

(3,120)=3.95.

'rhere were no significant interaction effects

between days and environments on this criterion since F.99
(6,120)=2.96.

The test on means in part iii of Table IV

shows that the mean frequency of Follows in £'s Play in en
vironment (B) was statistically different from environments

(X), (e), and (Z).

The alternative hypothesis that there

-

would be an increase in the frequency of Follows in C'S Play
as a function of environment (E), and a decrease in this fre
quency as a function of environment (X) '\'ias accepted at the
.01 level of significance.

The fifth major hypothesis was stated as follows:

HO:

There would be no difference in the frequency of Re
wards as a function of the environments (X), (B),
(e), and (Z).

H1 :

There would be a difference in the frequency of Re
\-lards as a fUnction of environments (X), (B), (e),
and Z.
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Table V includes an AB Summary of· the Data Observed and an
Analysis of Variance of Rewards.
IJ'ABLE V
AB SUNIITARY OF OBSERVED DATA
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
ON RE''1iARDS

hB

SUi'I111AHY OF OBSERVED DATA,

Environments
,

(i)

I"

tr.l

a1

tS

a

~

-a

2

3

j\NALYSJ~.

bX

bB

bC

b

5.2

4.6

3.1

0.1

3.(j

5.7

(j.6 ,. 23.(j

0.8

4.7

7.4

e. '7

27.6

17.7

13.1

i"b72

23.4

70.4

-5.7

QE VA?IANCE OF

Source of Variation

£1-£ pairs
M-Q pairs

Bet\'leen

Within
A (Days)
B (Environ
(ii)
ments)
AXE (Days X
Enviromnents)
Residual (Error)
Total

Total

Z

19':0

RE.U~RD8:

_- .

S8 ..

dF

1'-18

9.826

11

.893

43.097
.774
1.553

132
2
3

.521

6

.086

121

.340

143

.. 371

41.259
53.17

j

.... P

-~~

.326
.387
.517 .

I

1.1.3
1.52
.25

'rhe results of the analysis of variance in part 1i of Table V
ShOl'; that there is no significant difference 1n the frequency
of .dei-lard.s as a fl,L'1ccion of the envlron'llents (X), (B), (C),

09(3,120) .95. 1here were no siznificant
• *'
,day by envi.!'on:;:ent interaction effects 0:'1 t!:e frequency of Re
and (~) since F
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F.99(6,120)=2~96.

wards since

The conclusion was that there

was no difference in the frequency of

Rew~rds

as a function of

the environments (X), (B), (e), and (Z), and the null hypothe
sis \'ias accepted at the .01 level of significance.
The first supplementary hypothesis was stated as follows:

HO'

There would be no difference in the frequency of Com
mands as a function of the environments (X), (B), (C),
and (Z).

Ht :

There l'lould be an increase in the frequency of Com
mands as a function of environments (C) and (Z), and
a decrease in thls frequency as a function of envir
onments (X) and (B)e

Table VI includes an AB

SQ~ary

of the

O~rved

Data, Analysis

of Variance, and a Test on Heans Using the Newman-Keuls pro
cedure on Commands.
TABLE VI
AB am·ID1ARY OF OBSERVED DATA, ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE,
AND TES'r ON MEANS USING NEvl~tAN-KEULS
PROCEDURE ON COI1IylA~'DS
AB sUtiINA:ay OF OBSERVElJ DATA:

-a

I'Jl

(i)

>..

rS

1

a 2
a

3

Environments
b



X
31.0

bB

be

20.4

22.0
17.8

--- r.:; 1. I}

b

..

Total

70.0

Z
81.7

203.1

20.6

84.1

68.0

195.3

19.1

75.4

73.4

185.7

60.1

229.5

223.1

584.1
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TABLE VI--Continued
OF

ANALYSIS
VARIANCE
===..:::.;::-....;;..:........;...;;.;;,;.;.;.;::.;,;.;,
=..;;.:_•.OF
_...

Source of Variation

CON1ftANDS:

..

'j

..

,

..

dF

SS

NS

Between H-C pairs

235.439

11

21.403

Within N-C pairs
A (Days)
B (Environ
ments)
(ii)
AXE (Days X
Environments)
Residual (Error)

1281. 136
3.165
718.351

132
3

9.705
1.582
239.450

20.758

6

3.459

538.862

121

I}. 453

1516.575

143

10.605

Total

2

TEST ON NEANS USING NEllNAN-KEULS
Environments
--ordered-i'Teans
Differences
between pairs

SE = .12

B
1!}1
B
R

X
Z

(iii) q 99(r,120):
S~ q.99(r, 120) l

X

Z

.36
53.77**
.78

."

PROCE~,

Z
-C·
6.20. ___ ~~
Z
C

4.-.5j---4:-71

4.22

r=

2

E
B

X
.1.99
X
.31

F

3.70
.44·
X

4.40
.18
3
-1,.
4.20
4.50
.;20
• 54
Z
C

**
**

**
**

The results of the analysis of variance in part ii of Table
VI lead to the rejection of the null hypothesis since F.99
(3,120)=3.95.

There "lere no significant interaction effects

bet''1een days and enVirOr1.illents on this criterion since F. 99
(6,120)=2.96.

The test on means in part iii of Table VI shows

that the mean frequency of Commands in environment (C) was s1
nific8.ntly
, (B) and (X).

freren:; fr()I:l

rr:ean frec:uency in enVirOl:l:.llents

The T:lean f=eq'.lE::ncy of CO:1!Lanc.s in environment
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(Z) was statistically different from the mean frequency in
environments (X) and (B),

Thus, the alternative hypothesis

that there l'Tould be an increase in the frequency of Commands
as a function of environments (C) and (Z), and a decrease in
this frequency as a function of environments (X) and (B), was
accepted at the .01 level of significance.
The second supplementary hypothesis was stated as follows:
HO:

There '\'lOuld be no difference in the frequency of Com
plies as a function of environments (X), (B), (C),
and (Z).

Hl :

There would be an increase in the frequency of Com
plies as a function of environm~ts (C) and (Z), and
a decrease in this frequency as a function of envir
onments (X) and (B).

11able VIr includes an AB Summary of Observed Data, Analysis

of Varianc.e,," and a Test on Neans Using Ne"\'man,,:,Keuls Procedure
on Complies.
TABLE VII
AB StJrlIfJ.ARY OF OBSERVED DATA, ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE,
AND TEST ON l>1EANS USING NEHNAN-KEULS
PROCEDURE ON COMPLIES
VI·~I~'OV
l:'i.,l.!._
SU .!..l

AB
•

0'"
...

O~-)c:ti'RV1?r.
. .1..J"';;'J:" ... J..LJ

"""',!iTf!.·
~......;...
":3...,

Environments

CIl

(i)

>:.

Cj

f.)

al
a

2
a?

bX
10.4

b

1.7

bC
10.8

19.9

50.8

7.4

7.4

19.2

23.0

3Z·0

7.6

3. 7

21.7

28.7

61.7 _~

.,/

2,2.4

b..,

.0

14.8tj.z.~

Z

Total

21 • 6 16 2. ~
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TABLE VII--Continued
ANALYSIS
OF VARIANCE
OF CONPLIES:
.

~

.~

Source of Variation
Between

H-Q

SS

F

11

3.372

178.378
1. 246
59.375

132
2
3

1.351
.623
19.791

6

.717

113.453

:1.21

.937

215.475

143

1.506

4.304

Total

1>IS

37.097

pairs

Within M-C pairs
A (Days)
B (Environ
(ii)
ments)
AXE (Days X
Environments)
Residual (Error)

dF

.66
21.12**

.76

.".

:r'Es'r ON: HAANS USll~G NE\'fr11:!'J.:--KEULS PROC~:

Environments
, ,Ord.,er eel He.§:l}ls
Differences
betitleen pairs

X

C
Z
1. 60 _~J.*~_

B

X

C

Z

.89

1.28

.33

i-:22'~-"T:-bf'''

B
X
C

S~ = .03

B

,-..:ill. 71

(iii) q 9 Q (r,120):
sE q 99 ( r, 120) :
•

4

X

C

Z

**

**
**

'"'*
**
**

2
3.70
• 11

B

B
X
C

.~..lL

3
4.20
• 12

r=

4.50
• 3.!2

The results of the analysis of variance in part ii of Table
VII lead to the rejection of the null hypothesis since F.99
(3,120 )=3.95.

There -vrere no significant day by enviror.ment

interaction effects since F.99(6,120)=2.96.
shol'IS that the

Illean

The test on means

frequency of Complies in environment (Z)

was stat.istically diffc!"'ent ·f!"'om the Dean frequency in envir
on.rnents (B), (X), and (C) at the .01 levels since S:Bq .99(4,
'120)=.35,

.99(J,120}=.12,

and

SBq.99(2,120)=.11 respec
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tively.

The mean frequency of Complies in Environment (C) 'Has

statistically d1.fferent from the mean frequency in environ
ments (B) and (X) at the .01 level since SBQ.99{3,120)=.12 and

SBq .99{2,120)=.11

respectively.

The mean frequency of Complies

in environrnent eX) was statistically different from the mean
frequency .in environment (B) at the .01 level since SBQ.99
(2,120)=.11..

Thus, the alternative hypothesis that there would

be an increase in the frequency of Complies as a function of
'envirol1I!lents

eC)

and (Z), and a decrease in this frequency as

a function of environments eX) and (B), was accepted at the

.01 level of significance.

",..

The third supplementary hypothesis was stated as fol10\-7s t
HO:

There l'rould be no difference in the frequency of Asks
Questions as a funct;·ion of environments (X), (B), (C),
and (Z).

H1 :

There 1'1Ould be an increase in the frequency of Asks
Questions as a function of environment (B), and a
decrease in this frequency as a function of environ
ments eX), (C), and (Z).

Table VIII includes an AB Sucrmary of Observed Data, Analysis
of Variance, and a Test on Means Using Newman-Keuls Procedure
on Asks Questions.
TABLE VIII

AB SUNNARY OF OBSERVED DATA, ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE,
.AND TEST ON !{P-:ANS USING NEHNAl'-T-KEDLS

PROCSnURE ON ASKS Q.UESTIOr\S
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TABLE

VIII--Continued

AB .~'yllli!J.1Y. OF OBSEl1Vlt'D I¥.\~ J

Environments

a

OJ

:>.,

(i)

2l

.8.

1

~4. b

I

b~bC
bZ
~ Total
I J .5 -25.6 ' lb.5" 103";.'2

I "29'.4 I i8'.5 'I

1
2 11 i.5
...
8.
1 .2
3
55.3

21.5

7.2
13 .....,

YS.3

37.1

f..NALY S,I S OF._Vk111.Mj.Q]: _0 F_ ASKS ~~lS,TIPN~'

or '-Va'ri2.j;.fon._._ _~§_S_

d~

'Source__

Bettleen .............
r.1-C pairs

103.087

Within M-Q pall's
A (Days)
B (Env1ron
(ii)
ments)
AXB (Days X
Environments)
Residual (Error)

220.227

11

132
2
15.1'14
36.162
3
6

5.088

1 16).188 1121
323.314 143

Total

- MS

F

9.371
1.668
7.887
12.0.54

I

5.86**
8.94-1;'*

.848

.63

1.)48
2.260

TEST ON HEANS USING
'Of...... NEl'1NAN-KEULS
_ .
. . . PROCEDUREa
_._

I

".

z

EnViron.:nents

.

qr'cierea7efi·lf~-'~-

Differences
bet't'leen pairs

s- ::; .04

(1i1) B

1...91

Z

z

X

'-'-C

-1. 5:( -:.J. 2:'3
X

---;rrS---:'70

X
C

(~120):

.22
r=

q. 9 (; ... , (r, 120 ) :

sE -.99

z
X

C

C

z

B

2. 41

B

1.40
.92
.20

3.70

3
-4
4.20 4.50

X

C

**

*11-

2

.15 ,.11

**

.~

B

**
**
**
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The results of the analysis of variance in part ii of Table
VIII lead to the rejection of the null hypothesis at the .01
level o.t' significance since F. 99 (3,120 )=3.95.

There 't'lere no

significant day by environment interaction effects on this
criterion since F.

(6,120)=2.96. However, the variance due
99
to days l'TaS significant at the .01 level since F. 99 (2,120)=

4.79.

A close loole at the data in the AB Summary in part i

of Table VIII ShO'HS that the frequency of Asks Questions l'laS
higher on day (1) than on days (2) and (3).

The test on means

in part iii of Table VIII shows that the mean frequency of
Asks Questions in environment (B) was s~tistically different
. than the mean frequency in environments (e), (x), and (Z) at
the .01 level since SBq .99(2,120)=.15, SBq.99(3,120)~.17, and
Sj3q.99(4,120)=.18 respectively.

The mean frequency of Asks

Questions in environment (e) was statistically different from
the mean frequency in environments (X) and (Z) at the .01
level since SBCl .99(2,120)=.1 5 and SBq.99(3t120)=.17 respec
tively.

The mean frequency of Asks Questions in environment

(X) was statistically different from the mean frequency in
(2,120)=.1 5 •
99
'rhus, the alternative hypothesis that there \-jould be an in
enviro:nnent (Z) at the .01 level since St;Cl.

crease in the frequency of Asks Questions e.s a function of
environment (B), and a. decrease in this frequency as a fune··
tion of environments (X), (e), and (Z)

WRS

accepted at the

.01 level of sisnific8.!1ce.
One question not answered by the foregoi

research and
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statistical analysis was

~rhether

the order of presentation

of environments had a significant effect on the frequency of
criteria measures.

It was mentioned previously that the de

sign of this experiment and the restraints of the clinical
situation dictated that the logical order of free-time envir
onment (X) and clean-up environment (Z) were first and last
respectively.

HOi'leVer, the design attempted to counterbal

ance and randomize the sequential order of child's game and
rules, environment (B), and mother's game and rules, environ
ment (C).

The counterbalancing involved an XBCZ, XCBZ, XBCZ
~

sequential order for four M-C pairs and an XCBZ, XBCZ, XCBZ
sequential order for four other

~-Q

pairs over the three days

.of baseline sessions •. Groups were organized for the compaTiSon of frequencies of criteria measures in the

S8,me

environ

ments placed differently in the sequential order of presen
tation.

Specifically, group B1 included data in environment

(B) presented after environment (X) and before environments
Group 3 2 included data in environment (B) pre
sented after environments (X) and (C) and before environment
(C) and (2).

(2).

Group C1 included data in envirollirlent (C) presented
after environment (X) and before environments (B) and (Z).
Group Zl included data in environment (Z)
order of presentation.

follo~Iing

Gro'J.p Z2 included data in environment

(Z) following the XeB order of presentation.

There were four

H-C pairs presented each of the counterbalanced
I

the XBC

orders over three days of

~ata

s~quenti8.1

cullection which provided 12
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observations on each of the eight criteria behaviors in each
of the groups described above.

Since there were no signifi

cant day by environment interaction effects at the .01 level
of significance on any of the eight criteria behaviors, a
t-test statistic was used to compare the mean frequencies of
criteria measures between the groups.
Table IX includes Comparisons of the Nean Frequencies
of the 3ight Criteria Neasures bet1'Ieen Groups B1 and

~.

The

hull hypothes:ts that there would. be no difference in the fre
quency of crlteria measures between Groups B1 anci B2 Was tes
ted at the .05 level of significance.

Tfie .05 level of sig

nificance l'laS used since the probability of rejecting the
null hypothesis lThen it vJas true vIas considered a more costly
ci'ror t;.b.an accepting it l'lhen it \'las false.

The decision

rules for rejecting the null hypothesis weJ:e stated as fol
101'lSi

or

Reject the null hypothesis when tOBS<.t.025(22)==-,Z.07

> t. 975 (22)=2.07.

wise.

Do not reject the null hypothesis other
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TABLE IX
CONPARISON OF THE NEAN FREQUENCIES OF
THE EIGHir CRI'rERIA BEHAVIORS
BElrYIEEN GROUPS Bl Af..7]) B2

Cri teria

E'nvlro'nrnents

f'1eans

Variances

tOBS

DeclsiO'i1
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The data analysis in Table IX shO'f(]s that; there '\'las no signi
ficant difference in the mean frequencies of any of the
eight criteria behaviors between Groups Bl and B2 at the
level of significance.

The conclusion

v/aS

.Os

that the order of

presentation had no significant effect on the frequency of
criteria measures in env-ironment (B).
Table X includes Comparisons of Nean Frequencies of the
Eight Cri teris. Heasures beti'teen Groups C1 and C2' A tl'IO
·tailed t-test was used to test the null hypothesis that there
would be no difference in the mean frequency of the eight
criteria measures between Groups C1 and""'C 2 at the .05 level
of significance.

The decision rules concerning the null hy

-pothesis i'Tere stated as follol'Ts: Reject the null hypothesis

o

1'then t OBS .( t. 025 (22)=-2.07 or> t.97S(22)==2.0?
ject the null hypothesis otheTi'Iise.

Do not re-
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TABLg X

COMPARISONS OF THE BEAN FREQUENCIES OF
THE EIGHT CRITERIA BEHAVIORS
BET~JEgN GROUPS C1 AND C2
Criteria

B'nviroP.ments



Variances .. 't OBS' .. Decision

1Jieans

. ,.,,_...
Rewards

Commands

-_ ..
,

,c,

I

.53

.15

.35

.10

C1
C2

6.11

4.51

7.05

3.88 ......

C1
C2

Follol'lS in
£!s Play
-"\'-'>.',4"

C1
C2

.~w' .. oWo"'"

Gives Up
Control

Asks
Questions

Interaction

Independent
Play

,

23.54

.21
~r~-~

-1. l 1'9

Do not
reject
HO

.,r__

1.90

....- . . .

1.29

Do not
reject
HO

"I,

_ _

1.21

Do not
reject
H0

-1.55

Do not
reject
HO

.51
~'1!'

~4O" _

'111l1f .... ,_ _ _ .~-"'-

Cl

11.90

C2

18.31

186.90

Cl

1.28

1.43

C2

1.86

1.71

C1

13.03

201. 68

C2

8.05

63.20

C1

5.40

125.85

Cz

3.62"

17.59

Cl

2.17

.96

C2

1.62

1.10

127.33

-1.14

Do not

reject
HO

.92

Do not
reject
HO

.51

Do not
reject
HO

I.;!}

Do not
reject
EO

--''
Complies

----------------------------------------------------

6.5
The data analysis in Table X shm'Is that there "Jere no signi
ficant differences in the mean frequencies of the eight cri
teria behaviors bet\'leen Groups C1 and C2 at the .05 level of
si onif1cance. The conclusion \'las that the order of presen
tation of environments had no significant effect on the fre
quency of criteria behaviors in environment (C).
Table XI includes Comparisons of Mean Frequencies of
the Eight Cr1 teria Behaviors bet'Neen Groups Zl and Z2.

A

tHo-tailed t-test "las used to test the null hypothesis that
there l'Tould be no difference in the mean frequency of the

,.

eight criteria measures betl"leen Groups Zl and Z2 at the .0.5
level of· significance.

The decision rules concern::l.ng the

null hypothesis uere stated as follows: Reject the null hy
pothesis when t OBS

t. 02 .5(22)=-2.0 7 or

t.

Do not reject the null hypothesis othenrise.

97S

(22)==2.0 7 •
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TABLE XI
COHPARISON OF THE r'!EAN FREQUENCIES 01"

THE EIGHT CRI'I'EHIA BEHAVIORS
BE'i'-IEEN GROUPS Zl AND Z2

crIteria

Eii.'VT'rorllnents

..--------~--.---------~~--~----------------

Heans -Variances

tOBS

Dec"ision
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The data analysis in Table XI shoHS that there \'lere no significant differences in the mean frequencies of the eight crib~haviors

teria

significance.
~ion

between Groups Zl and Z2 at the .0,5 level of
The conclusion was that the order of presenta-

of environments had no significant effect on the fre-

q.~ency

of criteria behaviors in env-ironment (z).

In view of the overall resul ts, i t

~Tas

concluded that

standard laboratory environments have a differential effect
o~ the frequency of a broad classs of behaviors which were se-

lected for their facility to delineate interaction difficul.".

ti es •

Hare specifi cally, it \-ias concl ud ed that t 1) The fre-

quency of

Interac~lon,

Follows in

fls Play

and Asks Questions

increased as a function of environment (B) and decreased as a
function of environments (X), (C), and (Z); 2) The frequency
of Gives Up Control, Commands, and Complies increased as a
fW1ctlon of environments (C) and (Z) and decreased as a function of environments (X) and (E); 3) The frequency of Independent Play increased as a function of environment (X) and
decreased as a function of environments (B), (C), and (Z);

!~.)

There "las no difference in the frequency of Revlards as a function of the environments (X), (B), (C), and (Z).

The results

indicate that all behaviors excluding Independent Play and ReIt.:ards, decreased as a function of environment (X) and lncreas-

ed in the functional Ttray noted above.
cluued that the use of

envirolli~ental

In general, 1 t

\'-Tas

con-

control is effective in

:1,ncreasing the probabili ty 8.nd occ-urrence of a br-oad class of

,

DISCUSSION
This research investigated the effectiveness of using
standard laboratory enviromnents in the application of beha
vior modification techniques to li-C interaction difficulties.
In the Introduction, it was noted that the disadvantages of
carrying out behavior modification programs in the home inclu
ded; 1) the presence of an observer changes the home environ
ment, 2) relevant Signaling

d~vioes

force the parent to be at
."..

a certain vantage pOint, and J) the restraints of recording
techniques do not

a110,\,1

observation usually of serious beha

viors that occur rarely.

It 't'ras also noted that. the disad-·

vantages of employing behavior modification techniques in the
clinical laboratory included; 1) reduction of the generaliza
tion of treatment effects across settings, 2) removal of rele
vant uncontrolled variables present in the

ho~e

environnent,

J) lack of a reliable methodology for reproducing those situ

ations which stimulate behaviors of concern to therapist and
parent alike.

When Hanf (1968) empirically derived a set of

standard laboratory environments (considered to be analogs of
those natural

environ~ents

in which

~-C

interaction difficul

ties occurred), the contention \'las that the use of these en
Vironments would expedite the behavior modification process
by providing the
behaviors.

environ~ental

stimuli that produce problem
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The ('·onolusions of this experiment supportecl the conten
tion that the use of standard laboratory environments increa
sea the probability and frequency of occurrence of a broad
class of problem behaviors across

ll-£ pairs, and facilitates

the baseline data collection process.

These f:tndings imply

that the advantages of using behavior modification programs in
the home and in the laboratory could be capitalized by the em
ployrnent of laboratory analogs of those natural enVironments
These advantages include: 1)

that produce problem behaviors.

generalization of treatment effects across settingss 2) accu
rate and reliable

observation~

,.,.

3) necessary conditions for

\,li thin and bet1'leen dyad comparisons, 4-) standardized cond.i
tions for

repli(~a.tion

and study of behaYiorfl.l sequences ane..

their development over time,S) expedition of the behavior mo
dification process by providing the environmental stj.muli that
produce the problem behaviors,

p)

experimental analysis of

human behavior by use of standardized enVironments, and 7)
control of irrelevant contaminating variables.
The limitations of the experimental findings were pro
nounced by the restraints of the clinical si tuation.

'I'h~~

10

gical order of free-time environ::nent (X) and cles.n-up e!1v1::::,
on~ent

(Z) occurring first and last respectively in the se

quential order of presentation prohibIted a completely ran

dow.i

or tota.lly

count€~I·c9.1ancecl

an8.1ysis (li(l rLot support tte
~ere

81

ficant in

des ign.

c{)!1si,~lerftti()n

increasin~

Emr~ver,

t:Tat ()1 c.eI'
11

the dB. ta
ef~~ec

or decreaSing the frequency of
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criteria behaviors in a partlcular environment.

Since the lo

gistics of environments mother's game and rules (C) and clean
up (Z) implied that they were sim:tlar in respects to providing
a mother-control sttuation, environment (Z) could possibly
have been

o~itted

from the data analysis.

Tnen a restructur

ing of free-time en7ironment (X), in order to allow' variable
placement in the sequential order, would have facilitated ran
domizing or counterbalancing order.
One aspect of the standard laboratory environments \,lhich
limited their meeting the criteria of functionally equivalent
".

exemplars of the natural environments of focus 'NS.s the omission
of stimuli frequently present in the latter that may function
to affect the frequency of problem behaviors.

For example,

these stinuli i'lOuld include telephone interruptions, televi
sion, radio, and other distractions.

HOi'rever, the charactel'

is tics of the standard laboratory environments appeared to re
produce those situations l'1hich stimulated behavior responses
that defined li-C interaction difficulties and would become the
focus of future behaVior modification techniques.

SUHNARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This experiment was designed to test the effectiveness
of using standard laboratory environments in producing a broad
class of problem behaviors which defined interaction difficu1
ties across

11-£ pairs.

The effects of four environments, free

time (X), childts game and rules (E), motherts game and rules
CC), and clean-up (Z), on the frequency of eight criteria be
haviors 1-lere tested on 12
line: elata collection.

!1-,Q pairs over)three days of ba.se-.

It 1-:as predicted that the frequency of

problem behaviors would increase as a function of environments
(B), (C), and (Z), and decrease as a function of environment

eX).

In general, the data analyses confirmed the prediction.

Specifically, it

1'18.S

concluded that the frequency of Interac

'tion, Follows in £'s Play, and Asks Questions increased as a
function of

enviror~ent

(E) and decreased as a function of en

vironments (X), (C), and (Z) since the Newman-Keuls test show
ed statistical difference at the .01 level of significance.
The

fre~uency

of Gives Up Control, CO!D.J.!lands, and Complies in

creased as a fu..Ylction of environments (C) and (Z) and decrea
sec: as a functlon of environraents (X) and (3) since the Ne'VrmanKeuls test showed statistical difference at the .01 level of
signif1.cance.
a function

0:;:'"

'The

of Independent Play increased as

eniiirorJ.Sel'lt ( X) an(l.. d.ecrease:.i2.s a function or.'"

. en--i-r,,·
v _ . n.."ent"-'
' . . ' (;:n
.... ,
~ _~

freq'~ency

~

';'
;. '" J' ,

(.z).

'I'here ":as no statistical dif
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f erenc.e in the

uency of Re't7ards as a func ti on of environ

ments (B), (C),

(Z).

haviors exclud

These results indicate that all be

Independent Plays:.nd RevJards decreased as a

fUnction of environment (X) and increased in the other envir
onments in the functional way noted.

It was also noted that

the frequency of Rewards \-:ras very low since they occurred on
the average of less than once every two minutes.

The low' fre

quencyof this behavior is generally expected in baseline data
of 1rI-Q interaction difficulties.

It was interesting to observe

that the low frequency of Rel'lards was consistent in all envir
onments.

This

}TaS

a.lso expected since th!!f'" lack of rewardin.g

behavior appeared to be predictive of interaction difficulties.
Also noted '!,ITaS the fact that Independent Play, the frequency
of which increased as a function of environment (X), 1s by de
finition mutually exclusive of Interaction.

It TiTas concluded

that environments (B), (C), and (2) functioned to increase the
probability and frequency of

occu~rence

of a broad class of

problem behaviors l'ihereas environment (X) did not.
In general, it was concluded that the use of environmen
tal control Y/<1as effective in increasing the frequency of prob
lem behaviors and that this methodology is effective in the
expedition of the behaVior modification process since it pro
Vides the

environ~ental

stimuli that produces the problem be

haviors of focus for modification techniques.
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APPENDIX A
HISTORICAL

BEVI~J

Throughout the history of thought, metaphysics had meant
an attempt to discover the ultimate nature of reality.

With

the introduction of Kantia~ philosophy in Immanuel Kant's
Criti~ue

of Pure Reason (1781), a book which made its author

the leading philosopher of the day,

m~m

spectable authority that "reality could

learned on most re
~ver

be experienced;

that it '-las a 'noumenon' conceivable but not kno'\'Table; and
that even the subtlest huma.n intelligence could never pass
beyond phenomena, could never pierce the veil of .r.laya. II (Dur
ant 1933)

Kantian philosophy was a devastating explosion in

the traditional modes of speculation and a crippling blast to
all metaphysics.

By the eighteen thirties, after a generation

of metaphysical exuberance expressed by such philosophers as
Fichte, Hegel, and Shelling, with their various readings of
the ancient riddle, their "Egolf, "Idea Tf , s.nd "Hill", the
mind of Europe recovered from lIabsolute intoxication fl and vo··
mited metaphysics. (Durant 1933)
In France, Auguste Comte began the positivist movement
publishin.:::; five volQ"!les of Posit! ve Philosophy bet'Neen 1830
and 18 Lj.2, and. four volur:J.es

1854.

For COIte, philoso

PO,s 1 ti;re_P~)li t,Y betl'reen 1851 and
";·;-8.S

the ccorc.ina. tion of all the
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sciences with a social view to improvement of hlliuan life.
Comte's positivism meant "not speculative nor inferential,
but the immediately observeable, the immutable basis of fact
which compels agreement because it is given prior to inference
based upon it." (Boring 1950)

Comte refuted introspection as

valid observation, pointing out that "i.n order to observe your
intellect you must pause from actiVity, and yet, it is this
aqtivity you l'lant to observe. 1t (Boring 1950)

The positivist

moveIJent caught on in England with such well kno","m philoso
phers as John stuart Nill, Frederick Harrison, G. H. Le\'Tes,
".,.

and Henry Haudsley.

Ernst Mach (1833-1916), also a positi

vist,disagreed with Comte and upheld introspection, claiming
that sensations or iTIL'Uedi8.tc experience provides all the basic
da ta for science.

l'ilach's posi tivism wa.s the "reduction of all

the phenonena of physics and psychology to the immediate data
of their observations, to sensations." (Boring 1950)
In 1927, another form of positivism arrived via the
Vienna Circle, a group of philosophers among "Thom "Tere Schlick,
Carnap, Frank, and Feigl.
replace~ent

The purpose of this group was the

of philosophy by a

logic of science.

syste~atic

investigation of the

Feisl later narned this movement "logical

posi tivism ll because it reduc

all scientific langue.5es to

the comm.unal language of physics, and which in psychology,
became Ifb8flavioristics" because the psychological operations
are all observations of
~ime

~ehav1or.

the Vienna .oirel e :torm

(Borin; 1950)

At the sa3C

,P. H. Brie. g:n2n, a Harvard phy
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sicist, wrote The Logic of

..t££ (1927),

.~;o0-eJ.'n..r..l.n:~

a book which

attempted to forego the possibility of any ma.jor revolution in
the attitude of scientists tOl-lard nature (such as that gener
ated by Einstein's theories of relativity) by exploiting thor
oughly the character,of our permanent relations to nature.

He

tried to clarify physical thinking by stating that concepts in
science were to be defined in terms of the operations by which
they l'Tere observed.

"In general," he wrote, "vie mean by any

concept nothing more than a set of operations; the concept is
synonymous l'li th the corresponding set of operations." (Bridg
".

man 1927)

In 1930, Herbert Feigl, a member of the Vienna circle,
came to Harvard on a fellowship to work in the philosophy of
science.

He

'\'iaS

knowledgeable of Bridgman' s book ano. Quite

inv01ved ,\'1i th posi ti vism.

Through Feigl, Harvard psycholo

gis ts became acquainted. with the l'.;ark of Bridgman, The Vienna
circle, and operational procedures in general.

B. F. Skinner,

then working on his Ph.D. in psychology, got to know the
Logic of ritodern Physics and read Poincare and 1-!ach.

In 19.30,

he wrote a thesis on the concept of the reflex adopting the
semlhistorical method from Each's SCience of Hechanics. (Skin
ner 1952)
BE:2:AVIORIS~;l

It is
,ment of

:OehaYioris~

to see 'N"hat events led to the develop
in

l)sycholo~y.

It can be seen the. t the
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evolution of positiv:tsmin

ph~TSics

and phtlosophy played a

leading role in the development of Zeitgeist, and eventually
operationism in psychology, but only indirectly.

Operationism

in psychology finds its origin in animal psychology.

In Dar

win's theory of evolution, the minds of men and animals were
placed on a continuum, and animal psychology began in Engle.nd
l'Iith the publication of
(DarTtlin 1872)
.Animals".
..

".l~x·Rression

of, Emotions in 1';8.n ,and

Romanes, who follm'wd Darwln coining

the term comparative psychology, exhibited instances of animal
intelligence and purposive action or "consciousness."

,.

Lloyd

Morgan squelched the anthropomorphic tendenc;)' of Romanes' in
terpretation of animal mind by an appeal to the law of parsi
mony.

"In no case may we interpret an action as the outoome

of the exercise of a high psychical faculty if it can be 1n
terpreted as the outcome of an exercise that stands lO'i'Jer on
the psychological scale." (Boring 1952)

Jacques Loeb suppor

ted Lloyd Horgan, stating his faith in the physico-chemical
methods for scientific study of physiology and behavior by
advancing the theory of the tropism (1890).

He held that as

sociative memory 't'ias the only cri terior;. for consciousness and
only the low'er animals 'VTere therefore "automata" in the Car
tesian sense.

Herbert Spencer JEnmings took Loeb to the sim

plest organisms and established nodification of responses in
protozoa.

Functional psychology at that time (1900) thought

of consciousness as an liorgan of ;:;:an' s adaptatir.:m and modifi
~blc

behavior

~ade

possible by many varieties of adaptive re

8/.;,

sponscs. u (Boring 1950)

JenninGs then came to be knol'Tn as the

man who exhibited consciousness in protozoa.
Functional psychology, referred to as the Chicago School,
was America's first organized stand against the structural
school of Uundt and Titchener.

It must be noted that Titch

ener and Kulpe '\'lera adherents to lolachian Positivism, and to
them Nach had established the validity of introspection as a
sQientific method.

Arnerice.n functionalism had taken its cue

from Darvlin and regarded mental processes as useful to the
organism adapting to its environment. (Heidbreder, 19.33) The
~

functionalists were concerned with the pragmatics of conscious
ness and opposed the subject matter of psychology set by WtUldt
ancl Ti tchener asbeine; the description of "experience depen
dent on an experiencing person." (Heidbreder 19.3.3)
BehaViorism was the second phase of departure from the
structural approach, but in a sense, it was an extrapolation
of the Zeitgeist in America.

In 191.3, John B. Watson founded

BehaViorism with a paper entitled,
Vie1.'iS I_t.

Psycholog~

ap a Behayiorist

Watson had taken his Ph.D. at Chicago in the era of

functionalism.

He could not tolerate the requirement of the

Chicago School to translate positively observed behaVior into
the vague terms· of consciousness.

Watson found it more direct

ly inte:.:-esting and posi tive to 'study behavior for its m'm sake.

rIe adopted Lloyd

!'~organ'

s canon of pal'simony and amputated

consciousness from psycholoSY much in the same
tivism had

ed metapnysics from philosophy.

lTP.y

that posi

·;.~atson

vIas the
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agent of a reaction between consciousness through introspection
and objectivity in psychology, the result of '-1hich l'laS obser
vation of operations in behavior:
Any experimenter 1'Tho knows fully '-That 'Nent on in
his introspective experiment, can transform the data
of bch8.vior, a practice that has been called opera
tional reduction, since it substitutes for the pur
portee o~ject of observation the observational oper
ations themselves. COUld that piece of logic come
into 1mo1'rledge a century earlier, it "muld have saved
a great deal of unnecessary talk. (Boring 1950)
Through \'latson, Behaviorism became a psychology of stimulus
and respo:1se as he proceeded to translate mentalistic concepts
lUre imagery, feeling, and association into
,.. such behavioral
terms as vQcimotor behavior, glandular activity, and Pavlovian
conditioned reflexes,

re~pectively.

Those who followed Watson

··in the development of behavlor principles were Holt, Tolman,
Lashley, 'HeiSS, Skinner, and Hull.
B.

F:•.

S_k~~

As an undergraduate at Hamilton College, Skinrler majored
in English and took a lot of biology.

His biology professor

introduced him to Jacques Loeb's Physiology of tl.llL1lrain B.nel
Co::marative

..

._~

_ _

.Q.exes.

}Js:,rcholc;::~r
i(

_ _ .~

and later to Pavlov's Concli tioned Re

years after he

r1"'110

grad~ated,

Skinl'1Cr 'Has pursuing

a literary career at Greemiich Village where he became ac

quainted illi th Bertrand Russell's articles in the
zine on the e-oj.s te:r.olozy of John B.
,

Here Skir218!'

...

~'la.tson 1 s

~

rnaga

Behavioris;n.

e contact i'lith positivis:n, as Russell

'Nag

ex

trapolatlng the pL'inciples of an objective fOI"tnulation of bc

'
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havior to the problem of kntYNledge.

Skinnt~r "TaS

interested

in human behavior h'ut the literary method had failed him so
he turned to science and entered graduate stud.ies in psychol
ogy at Harvard.

He soon came into c-ontact 1'lith 'VJ. J. Crozier

who had studied under Jacques Loeb and "ras then professor of
physiology at Harvard.

As far as SJdnner itras concerned, the

fact that Crozier and Loeb talked about aniMal behavior with
out mentioning the nervous system "cancelled out the physio
logical theorizing of Pavlov and She):'rington and thus cle.ri
fied \,lhat remained. of these tl'10 men as the beginnings of an

......

independent science of behavior. lt (Skinner 1956)
mentioned, Skinner became familiar with P.

\~.

As has been

Bridgman' s ;L00ic

.of !llodern PhysicCL and read Poincar-e anj Nach.

In 1931, he

received his Ph.D. follO'i'Ting which CrOZier gave him a two
year

fello~1Ship

at the subterranean laboratory.

He l'wrkec't in

the laboratory for five years, the last three as a Junior Fel
10\'1

in the HariaI'd Society of Fellol'TS.

In his search for 01'

del' in behavior, Russell and Watson had provided him no glimp
se of experimental method but Pavlov had: "control the envir
on,'nent

anc~~

you 1'Iill see oreler in behavior'. II (Skinner 1952)

Thus bese.n SkiTh.'1er's 't'TOrl;;: on "operant behavior", a tern he
first used in the Behavior of Orsanisms (1938).
SkiJ:mer \,lent. directly to ooserv-ation of operations in
behaVior for his d.ata in fOI'r..1ulatin:; a system of behavior.
He COl1sic:.'8!'G,i research -;,'ri th':)ut commitment to theories
J

e..S pos-

si bl~r Dare con:::uciva to stuc.y in net'T areas anc: ne'l'[ orders of
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magnitude, and stated that theories which move from the obser
vation of operations in behavior are misleading and imply
another dimensional system not contained in the observed beha
vior. (Skinner 1950)

For his terJlinology, he rejected much

of popular vocabulary on the sole criterion that popular terms
carry the implication of a system or a formulation '\'1hich goes
beyond immediate observations.
II

By behavior, he simply meant

the movement of an organism or of its parts in a frs,me of

reference provided by the organism itself or by various ex
ternal objects or fields of force ••• the ftIDctioning of an
......
organism '-1hich is acting on or having comrnerce \t1i th the out
side world." (Skinner 1938)

In studying behavior, he made a

strong point of observing only the correlation bet\'1een stimu
lus and response (reflex).

The advantage of this approach

'Nas seen as obtaining a system of behavior ,\,lhic11 has a struc
ture determined by the subject matter itself.

Skinner des

cribes t\tTO types of behavior, "respondent" amd Ifoperant fl •
J.1uch ""lOr!{ had been done on respondent behavior since Pavlov's
time and it CB.!D.e to be assu,,'Ued by many l'Tri ters that all beha
vior "mule: be accounted for by properly identifying the ap
propriate antecedent eliciting stimuli.

But Skinner objected

to this assUflption saying that there is a large amount of be
havior that does not seem to be telicited t , Since one can ob
serve

nl.)

correlation bet;vreen antecedent eV€!1ts B,nd correspon

ding responses.

To force all behavior into the

sti~ulus

re

.' sponse for:m.1.1a ·n3.s dels..yed -::'he treatment of thls' 'other' beha··
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Viol".

AddressinG himself to this other (operant) behavior,

Skinner said that events in behavior can occur without any
observeable antecedent events (unconditioned stimuli) and
thus the behavior is emitted spontaneously rather than elici
ted.

This type of spontaneous behavior he called operant,

,\,lhich refers to a subsequent event, a consequence.
In describing i'lhat he meant by operant behavior, Skinner
established

t'\'l0

la~'rs:

1) The

La"i'1

of Conditioning of type R:

If the occurrence of an operant is folloi'Jed by presentation
of a reinforcing stimulus, the strength (frequency) of the
operant is increased; 2) The Law of Extl~tion of type R:

If

the occurrence of an operant already strengthened through condi tioning is not follow·ed by the reinforcing stimulus, the
strength (frequency) is decreased. (Skinner, 1938)

The inter

action beti'leen an organism and the environment describes op
erant behavior or behavior that is affected by its environ
mental consequences.

APPEl<;i>IX B

Recurrent 8ituations in \'Ihich I1others' 11anagement of Their Children Reportedly Breaks
and the Laboratory A..Ylalogs that Reflect Each Situation (r1=Nothnr, O=Ohild, O=Other,
S;8pecialist)
(Reproduced with permission, Hanf, 1969)

Do";'ln

.
..:I;xDected
P"'oblem
8i tuations ReEoy-ted by
, Ivlothers
~

i

.

Stande~d

Situation

1.

I

can't read a book, 't'J'atch TV AI' se~T but '\-that he
interferes. wants my attention. or hangs on me ..

M occupied, 0 to
play alone

2.

I can't get through to him; he won't mind me.
never does '\'That I ask.

N& 0 play together
a) C's .same rules

He

Gode
('
.\'

B

b) M's game l"Ules
Olean-up

C
Z
1

3.

a) l'Jhen \'le are both together, he 'tmn t t let anyone

else come near us. "1 hen they do, he screams.
b) She al,\,lays hangs on me l'ihen someone comes
she
even riDS my clothes. she han~s on so ti~htlY

-

4.

a) I can't talk 'VIi th a neighbor ovel" a cup of
coffee.
b) VI e never have company anymore, he's such a
nuisance.
c) He nags and perSists so much whenever someone
else is arou.YJ.d.

5. a) I'm going to put him into a day nursery for a few
days so I can paint a room in the house; he gets
into things when I d.on't watch him.
-r
b) J.
can't let him go out of my Sight; he runs away,
he clestroys things.

enter~ room, or
approaches o "rhile
11 is occupied in
room

0

o

1.r & 0 Yisit, 0 is
to play alone

I~

leaves C alone

I

I

D

I•

.."

II

G

II

'1:.'

w

APPEN"oJIX B

----'_.!t}:oectcd" Problem Sltuatlorfs
.

6.

7.

1feportea~-o:l Nothers

Standard Situation

,

lie wouldn't let the doctor look into his eyes
(!!louth, etc.) and it is necessary that "Ie lcnm'1
t'!}v:;ther he's not seeing, is retarded or v'Ihether
he :~us t wont t mind.

Code

S examines C - M

in room, or M leaves

a) If someone just rings the doorbell sh9 cries
8.nd cries.
b) l:.c "ITonl t let me lea.ve him even for a minute,
eVO!'l to bet a cup of coffee, so, I carry him
1'::,1 t;Q.l!1e.

....
~

M increases physical
distance from C while
in room
I P
M moves C from lap
to floor.

\

\,Q

o

APPENDIX C
Codes, Description, and Instructions to tl for construc
tion of sta.ndard laboratory environ..'!lents and free-time envir
onment x.
Code
B

Description

.M

and Q play

C's game and

rules

Instructions
You play in 'tlhatever game or
activity
chooses. It
is his choice-"of games and
his rules.

C

Hand C play
'iiits game and
rules

Get ~o play in a" game
you choose and keep him at
this. You can cha.nge games
but keep him at this. Don't
choose games he likes espe
cially.

z

Clean up

Get
to put toys Hher
ever you l1ant them (\,le don f t
care). The idea is to get
him to do things you ask him
to do.

x

Free-time

After N had a chance to read
the list of instructions pre
sented by the secretary, she
would be greeted by E, l'lho
would introduce himself as a
member of the tea::ll that would
be working wi th her. He l'lOuld
then say, "If you will come
with me to the playroom we
'will be able to get startec
shortly ••• (on the "ray to the
playroom) •••He prefer to have
you stay dm-in here "lhile 1'ie
are getting set up with the
equipment ••• (at the playroom
door) ••• It ~'lill take us a feu
minutes and when we are ready
we will let you know via the
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APPENDIX C
Code

x

_....;;D;...;~scri J2ti2rL_

Free-time

________~;~_p~t~ctions
wireless communication system.
]! then gives her the

Bu~-in.-.

the-Ear device and closes the
dOOr:--All N-C criteria beha
viors are recorded for five
minutes before the instruc
tions for the next standard
laboratory are announced.
"".

APPENDIX D
Eight Criteria Behaviors and Their Operatlonal Defini
tions Observed and Recorded in all Laboratory Environments
for all li-C pairs.
DEFINITIONS

BEHAVIORS OF l'lO'.rHERS

1.

Re'\'mrds

A)

B)

C)

2.

Commands

A)

pewards: Any posi
tive physical contact admin
istered after a particular
behavior has occurred. Ex
amplest pats, kisses, hugs,
roughs up hair, lifts up in
air, ta~s £'s face in hands
Unla beled Rei'Iards: Nonspeci
fic comments or gestures of
liking and approving C's be
havior. Examples: "Atta
boy,1t "That's my big boy,"
uMom.rny likes the. t t n "Oh my I"
"vlow!" Clapping hands, SjJli
ling (when C looks at lr!) in
response to C'S behavior.
La. beled Rei'lards: l-P s verbal
'or physical specification of
the exa~t desirable act or
event just performed by f.
Examples: "What a good boy
for picking up thos e bl(.')cks."
"You sure help momma draw piC
tures nice." "I like it when
you do ••• n Gestures J plus
pointing directly to what £
did that was liked.
Ph~s1cal

Direct Comman~: Any speci
fic order, demand, or direc
tion during play or activity
that is not in question form.
Examples: "Let momma see this'~
IIRoll it to m01.ll!!la." "Nol Do
not do ••• 11 "stop thatl ll
Gestu~es in the foro of 9 co~
mand. i.e., points and ~lowers
(C ~ust be able to see this).
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Indirect Commands: Any sug
gestion which'CUeS C to do
something or stop doing some
thing in quc8tion and/or
conditional form. ExamplesJ
"Why don't ,\>1e erase this?"
"Maybe we could pick these
Up.1I "Wouldn't it be nice if
we left the room neat?tI "HOlol
about stopping that?" "Sup
pose l-Teo-do that later."

2.

Commands - continued

.3.

Follol'lS in Q' splay

~1 attends to C during his
play or activity. Examples I
M describes or imitates ,,[hat
:£ is doing; ~ "latches "That .£
is do.tng f).nd emits verbal or
physical cues that she is ob
serving with apparent inter
est; li introduces nothing new
which would cue Q to change
his activity.

4.

Gives up Control

M changes activity or does
nothing in response to CiS
noncompliance to her command
or suggestion. Examples:
r.1 complies to her Olv-n com
mand intended for C. I!~ does
\-That f suggests ase.n alter
native. ~ pleads Dr begs Q
after his nO!lco1!lnliance. H
states, "Okay, if you don't
"rant to, you don t t have to."
1>1 docs somethins else after
command. and c.oes not attend
to ete nonco3ullance.

B)

_

5.

Asks Questions

4

J"ny L1t.el'ro.gation or sugges
tion in quos tion fem.. Ex
a:w.ples: IIUhere did you put
it?" "Can't you do it?"
hat is this'll! "Why did you
do that?"
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6.

Interaction

C initiates and plays con
tinuously with 11, i.e.,
verbal and/or physical co
oporation in task or play.
Examples: physical partici
pation and/or verbalization
related to common activity.
C attends to H and invites
her to participate in his
game •

7.

Independent Play

Q oocupies himself in play
or activity. C does not
respond to 11 or others \'lho
may COrrilllp'l'~t, describe, com
mand, 'Harn, etc.

8.

Complies

Cts behaVior in response to
commands or suggesti.ons in
task or play. .£ carries
out direction of command or
suggestions.

..".

